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Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Prion

 

Everybody's Book of Knowledge : A Giant Compendium of 
Yesteryear's Facts  
Charles Ray  
9781853758805, 1853758809  
Pub Date: 10/1/13  
$24.95Discount Code: LON  
320 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Reference / Questions & Answers   

8.500 in W | 11.000 in H | 1.000 lb Wt  
216mm W | 279mm H | 454g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 0

Summary: 

A nostalgic compendium of fascinating answers, from the 
1930s, to more than 1,000 curious questions 

Knowledge is power. Whether it's at pub quiz or during a lull at 
a dinner party, a situation could arise at any time when one 
needs to know if a sloth eats upside down, why onions make 
us cry, or whether worms are found on mountains. This 
compendium is here to help the curious prepare for those 
awkward moments when the golden wheat of facts needs to 
be separated from the chaff of stuff and nonsense. The 
nuggets of knowledge and wonderful... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Triumph Books

 

Baseball Road Trips: The Midwest and Great Lakes  
Timothy M. Mullin  
9781600789694, 1600789692  
Pub Date: 4/1/14, Ship Date: 4/1/14  
$16.95/$18.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Sports & Recreation / Baseball / 
General   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Series: Baseball Road TripsTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 24

Summary: 

The perfect travel guide for baseball fans who want to see 
more of the great ballparks in America's heartland, this handy 
guide gives you the tips for best lodging, great restaurants, 
and local attractions for the Major League and minor league 
cities and towns that dot the Midwest. With details about every 
ballpark from Major League Baseball to the Frontier League, 
this travel companion tells you the best places to sit, the best 
ballpark food to eat, and the best places to go around town 
when you are not at the ballpark. From taking in... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Triumph Books

 

How Baseball Explains America  
Hal Bodley, Bob Costas  
9781600789380, 1600789382  
Pub Date: 5/1/14, Ship Date: 5/1/14  
$24.95/$27.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
256 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Sports & Recreation / Baseball / History  

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Series: How...ExplainTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: 

Examining the connection between baseball and our country's 
history, How Baseball Explains America is a fascinating, one-
of-a-kind journey through the sport known as America's 
pastime. Longtime USA Today baseball columnist Hal Bodley 
explores just how essential baseball is to understanding the 
American experience. He takes readers into the Oval Office 
with George H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton as the former 
presidents share their thoughts on the game, he contrasts the 
highs and lows of Pete Rose's journey with the ethical 
challenges that ... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Chicago Review Press

 

Baseball's Best Short Stories  
Paul D. Staudohar  
9781613743768, 1613743769  
Pub Date: 4/1/12  
$18.95/$20.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
448 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Fiction / Anthologies (multiple authors)  

 
 

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H  
152mm W | 229mm H  

Series: Sporting's Best Short Stories 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

This expanded edition features the best-loved short stories 
from the 20th century as well as new tales from some of the 
21st century's most iconic names in fiction. 

No other sport has inspired as many great writers as baseball 
has, and this exceptional anthology brings together 34 short 
stories about the nation's favorite pastime. The stories span 
several decades and are written by some of America's favorite 
writers, including Zane Grey, James Thurber, Robert Penn 
Warren, T. Coraghessan Boyle, and Michael Chabon, among 
others. Many ... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Triumph Books

 

World Series Winners : What It Takes to Claim Baseball's 
Ultimate Prize  
Ross Bernstein  
9781600786716, 1600786715  
Pub Date: 5/10/12  
$22.95/$25.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
288 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Sports & Recreation / Baseball / History  

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H  
140mm W | 216mm H  

Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: 

Demonstrating that claiming the most sought-after moniker in 
baseball is truly an epic journey, this record explores what 
separates World Series victors from those who come up short. 
More than 50 current and former Major League Baseball 
players, managers, and coaches from the last 50 years-all of 
whom have World Series championships under their belts-are 
interviewed, including Jack Morris, Lance Parrish, Kent Hrbek, 
Jim Kaat, and Dave Winfield. Packed with never-before-
published stories, this chronicle includes hilarious tales from 
th... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Triumph Books

 

The Leadbetter Golf Academy Handbook : Techniques and 
Strategies from the World's Greatest Coaches  
Sean Hogan, Kevin Smeltz, Allen F. Richardson  
9781600786907, 1600786901  
Pub Date: 5/1/14, Ship Date: 5/1/14  
$22.95/$25.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Sports & Recreation / Golf / General   

8.000 in W | 10.000 in H  
203mm W | 254mm H  

Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: 

Certified instructors Sean Hogan and Kevin Smeltz, along with 
championship golfers Suzann Pettersen and Ian Poulter and 
World Golf Hall of Fame inductee Nick Price, provide invaluable 
advice on how to improve upon every aspect of the golf game 
by gaining a clear and concise understanding for each key 
element of the sport. The book shows golfers how to improve 
their full swing, short game, practice routines, and how to 
better their mental and physical conditioning strategies. The 
Leadbetter Golf Academy Handbook is a collection of succe... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Elliott & Thompson

 

The 100 Greatest Ever Golfers  
Andy Farrell, Padraig Harrington  
9781907642357, 1907642358  
Pub Date: 5/1/12  
$22.95/$25.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
312 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Sports & Recreation / Golf / General   

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H | 1.140 lb Wt  
140mm W | 216mm H | 517g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 24

From Walter Hagen to Tiger Woods, The 100 Greatest Ever 
Golfers features biographies and career statistics of the 100 
greatest ever men and women to have played the game of 
golf. 
 
Summary: 
Walter Hagen to Tiger Woods, a fascinating and 
knowledgeable history of golf through the most talented men 
and women to have ever played the game 
Covering the early amateur masters of the game, starting with 
Old Tom Morris, to the maestros of the Open era, this 
collection features biographies and career statistics of players 
from all over the world, including the U.S., UK, South Africa, 
Europe, and Australia. From Ben Hogan and legendary figures 
such as Jack Nicklaus, to contemporary greats including Phil 
Mickelson, this history rec... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Triumph Books

 

Great Golf : Essential Tips from History's Top Golfers  
Danny Peary, Allen F. Richardson, Gary Player  
9781600786723, 1600786723  
Pub Date: 5/1/12  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
256 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Sports & Recreation / Golf / General   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H | 1.040 lb Wt  
152mm W | 229mm H | 472g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: 

Providing a complete library of golf instruction in one volume, 
this compilation features a variety of valuable lessons drawn 
from the most famous, popular, and trailblazing golf books as 
well as classic and contemporary magazines. Going beyond 
the standard instructional manual, this is the only golfing 
reference that presents its information in the original words of 
the great champions, instructors, and authors-both male and 
female-while also covering every aspect of the game, 
integrating its history and the parallel development of i... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Smart Guide Publications, Inc.

 

The Smart Guide to Freshwater Fishing  
Mike Seymour  
9781937636548, 1937636542  
Pub Date: 6/1/14, Ship Date: 6/1/14  
$18.95/$28.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
300 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Sports & Recreation / Fishing / General   

 

7.500 in W | 9.250 in H  
191mm W | 235mm H  

Series: Smart GuidesTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

Whether you are a novice angler or a seasoned veteran, The 
Smart Guide to Freshwater Fishing serves as a reference book 
on all topics related to freshwater fishing. The book presents a 
wealth of angling information in an easy-to-read style and 
discusses topics including places to fish; rods, reels, lines, 
tackle, and accessories; understanding fish senses; natural 
baits and artificial lures; reading the water; the best fishing 
times; fly fishing and ice fishing; and much more. This 
definitive guide of practical information for freshwat... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Anova Books

 

Fishing's Strangest Days : Extraordinary but True Stories from 
over Two Hundred Years of Angling History  
Tom Quinn  
9781907554636, 1907554637  
Pub Date: 9/1/12  
$15.95/$17.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
166 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Sports & Recreation / Fishing / General   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Series: Strangest seriesTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: Now in a new gift edition, this collection is 
swimming with amusing, colorful, true tales that sound 
almost too fishy to be be believable 

From dead-sheep bait to whopper-sized catches ("It was this 
big!"), intoxicated trout, and flying pike, this collection 
presents the choicest gems of bizarre fishing facts. Consider 
the Oxford scientist who in 1910 discovered the marvelous 
life-giving properties of brandy to fish who had otherwise 
gasped their last. Or the nine-year-old boy fishing for trout 
who caught a large mussel-containing no le... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Triumph Books

 

When Football Went to War  
Todd Anton, Bill Nowlin, Drew Brees  
9781600788451, 1600788459  
Pub Date: 11/15/13  
$25.95/$28.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
288 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Sports & Recreation / Football / General  

8.000 in W | 9.000 in H | 1.980 lb Wt  
203mm W | 229mm H | 898g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 12

Summary: 
More than any other sport, professional football contributed 
fighting men to the battles of World War II, and the 22 or so 
players or former players that lost their lives are among the 
riveting stories told in this tribute to football's war heroes that 
spans many decades and military conflicts. The National 
Football League counts three Congressional Medal of Honor 
recipients among its honors, along with numerous Silver Stars, 
Distinguished Flying Crosses, and Purple Hearts. When 
Football Went to War offers a ground-breaking look at foo... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Triumph Books

 

"Then Junior Said to Jeff. . ." : The Greatest NASCAR Stories 
Ever Told (2nd Edition)  
Jim McLaurin, David Poole, Tom Gillispie  
9781600787676, 1600787673  
Pub Date: 9/26/12  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
256 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Sports & Recreation / Motor Sports  

 
 

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H  
140mm W | 216mm H  

Series: Best Sports Stories Ever Told
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 24

Summary: 

This collection of behind-the-scenes happenings from the 
history of the beloved stock car series shares stories of the 
great and the infamous, revealing privy insights into the 
drivers that fans thought they knew everything about. The 
book grants a glimpse into Buck Baker's tomato juice incident, 
how his son Buddy Baker landed face first in the mud on an 
ambulance stretcher, Dale Earnhardt's 1997 Daytona 500 
rolling crash and how he famously went from ambulance to 
car to complete the race, Tony Stewart's realization that 
racing was the... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Tell-A-Gram Publishing LLC

 

The Grammie Guide : Activities and Answers for Grandparenting 
Today  
Jan Eby  
9781467544863, 1467544868  
Pub Date: 10/15/12  
$19.95/$23.99 Can.Discount Code: SPT 
232 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Family & Relationships / Parenting / 
Grandparenting   

7.000 in W | 10.000 in H | 1.030 lb Wt  
178mm W | 254mm H | 467g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 28

Summary: Four savvy grammies share their early childhood 
expertise and the current research on the importance of play 
for children from birth to age five in this ultimate guide for 
becoming the grandmother little children run to hug. Including 
more than 500 simple, screen-free activities, the guide 
provides grandmothers with friendly advice and helpful, clever 
ideas for both indoor and outdoor play. Projects are divided 
into age ranges and include special sections on music, books, 
and art for young children, plus a special "Grandpa" chapter. 
Th... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hodder & Stoughton

 

Be the Best Grandparent  
9781444103854, 1444103857  
Pub Date: 9/1/11  
$15.95Discount Code: LON  
192 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Family & Relationships / Parenting / 
Grandparenting   

 

5.00 W | 8.00 H | 0.50 T  
5W | 8H | 1T  

Series: Teach YourselfTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 60

Summary: 
From offering support during the pregnancy or 
adoption, to fun things to do with children, to the tough 
teenage years 
  
Giving practical advice and plenty of suggestions for fun 
activities to do with grandchildren, this guide will help those 
who are far apart and see their grandchildren infrequently as 
well as those who see their families regularly. It offers support 
and help for grandparents with caring responsibilities or family 
conflicts which prevent them from contact. It also explains 
how new grandparents can support the growth of t... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Heartstrings Press

 

GrandLoving : Making Memories with Your Grandchildren (5th 
Edition)  
Sue Johnson, Julie Carlson, Elizabeth Bower  
9780967534978, 0967534976  
Pub Date: 4/1/10  
$18.95/$20.95 Can.Discount Code: SPT 
320 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Family & Relationships / Parenting / 
Grandparenting   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H | 0.800 in T  
152mm W | 229mm H | 20mm T  

Ctn Qty: 26

Summary: 

Incorporating advice from more than 350 families nationwide, 
this guide offers specific tips for bonding with grandchildren, 
from babies to teens. Along with a completely revised 
resource section, this fifth edition features expanded sections 
on Skyping, texting, and social networking-Facebook, Flickr, 
MySpace, Twitter, and YouTube. Among the guide's hints are 
more than 225 easy, low-cost, do-together, and long-distance 
activities such as ideas for successful visits, holidays, and 
family traditions. While primarily intended for use by... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Flashlight Press

 

Silly Frilly Grandma Tillie  
Laurie Jacobs, Anne Jewett  
9780979974687, 0979974682  
Pub Date: 1/19/12  
Ages 5 to 7, Grades P to 1  
$16.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
32 pages  
Hardback / Picture book  
Juvenile Fiction / Family / 
Multigenerational   

11.00 in W | 8.50 in H | 0.50 in T  
279mm W | 216mm H | 13mm T  

Ctn Qty: 34

Summary: 

Lucky for Sophie and Chloe, Grandma Tillie knows how to 
royally entertain her grandchildren. To their delight, whenever 
Grandma Tillie babysits, she seems to disappear, only to be 
replaced by a parade of lovable characters. There's Tillie 
Vanilly with the bright pink hair, star of The Tillie Vanilly Show, 
who loves to tell jokes and dance the conga; Chef Silly Tillie 
with the lampshade hat who offers up a dinner of Worm Chili 
with Glue Gravy; and Madame Frilly Tillie with the sparkly 
eyeglasses and towel turban, the world's most creati... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Flashlight Press

 

Being Frank  
Donna W. Earnhardt, Andrea Castellani  
9781936261192, 1936261197  
Pub Date: 9/26/12  
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2  
$16.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
32 pages  
Hardback / Picture book  
Juvenile Fiction / Social Issues / Values   

10.250 in W | 10.250 in H  
260mm W | 260mm H  

Ctn Qty: 30

Summary: 

Frank follows the motto, "Honesty is the best policy." He tells 
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. Frank 
never lies to his schoolmates, he always tells the truth to 
adults, and he's always honest with police officers. The 
balancing act of finding tact, that fine line between telling the 
truth and telling too much truth, is the main theme of this 
story, and it's very funny-although not necessarily to his friend 
Dotti whose freckles remind Frank of the Big Dipper, or to the 
teacher who hears that her breath smells lik... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Flashlight Press

 

Grandfather's Wrinkles  
Kathryn England, Richard McFarland  
9780972922593, 0972922598  
Pub Date: 10/1/07  
Ages 5 to 8, Grades K to 3  
$15.95/$15.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
32 pages  
Hardback / Picture book  
Juvenile Fiction / Family / 
Multigenerational   

11.000 in W | 8.500 in H | 0.380 in T | 
0.970 lb Wt  
279mm W | 216mm H | 10mm T | 440g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 30

Summary: 
Lucy and her grandfather are the focus of this poignant and 
warm story that teaches that wrinkles are badges of happiness 
rather than signs of age. Lucy asks Granddad, "Why doesn't 
your skin fit you? It's all crinkly," to which he replies, "Those 
crinkles are called wrinkles," each of which he got when he 
smiled especially big. As Lucy traces Granddad's joy-filled 
face, he describes his memories and shares the cause of each 
line-his wedding day, Lucy's mother's birth, precious moments 
from her childhood, and Lucy's birth, among others.... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Specialty Press/A.D.D. Warehouse

 

Understanding Your Special Needs Grandchild : A Grandparent's 
Guide  
Clare B. Jones  
9781886941441, 1886941440  
Pub Date: 4/1/01  
$14.95/$22.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
135 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Family & Relationships / Children with 
Special Needs   

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H | 0.400 in T | 
1.000 lb Wt  
140mm W | 216mm H | 10mm T | 454g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
Grandparents of children with special needs, unlike parents 
and teachers, don't always have the facts they need to 
understand their grandchild. This special resource offers 
grandparents the information they need to realize the valuable 
role they play in the lives of their grandchild, giving advice on 
how they can offer support to better their grandchild's self-
esteem and quality of life in school, at home, and with others. 
Conditions such as learning disabilities, ADHD, Asperger's 
syndrome, autism, Tourette's disorder, speech and learn... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Marion Street Press, LLC

 

Journalese : A Dictionary for Deciphering the News  
Paul Dickson, Robert Skole  
9781936863129, 193686312X  
Pub Date: 12/13/12  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
108 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Humor / Topic / Business and 
Professional   

5.500 in W | 8.000 in H  
140mm W | 203mm H  

Ctn Qty: 60

Summary: 

A comprehensive A-to-Z dictionary of journalistic buzzwords 
and phrases, this witty book is both a handy reference and a 
humorous look at the true absurdity of journalists' tired quips 
and clichés. With an irreverent tone, the authors present 
hundreds of entries, the majority of which are accompanied by 
real-world examples and well-phrased criticisms, on topics 
such as incendiary leads, double entendres, media shoptalk, 
teasers, hidden agendas, and tabloid-TV excesses. A go-to 
resource for journalists, students, and word lovers, this b... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Elliott & Thompson

 

152 Wild Things To Do  
Helen Babbs  
9781904027898, 190402789X  
Pub Date: 6/1/10  
$19.95/$21.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
236 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Nature / Reference   

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H | 0.800 in T | 
0.890 lb Wt  
140mm W | 216mm H | 20mm T | 404g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 30

Summary: 
When did you last climb a tree in England? Or pick some 
blackberries there? Maybe spot a bird of prey or collect shells 
on a beach? Plant flowers to help bumble bees? 152 Wild 
Things To Do is exactly what you need to reconnect with 
nature. Whether you call Great Britain home or are visiting a 
Wildlife Trust nature reserve there, this book is packed with 
inspirational ideas to get active, get outside, and see the best 
of Britain's wildlife. From planting wildlife-friendly plants to 
taking a nature trail through ancient forests, from sav... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Michael O'Mara

 

Teddy Bears, Tupperware and Sweet Fanny Adams : How the 
Names Became the Words  
Andrew Sholl  
9781782430292, 1782430296  
Pub Date: 5/1/14, Ship Date: 5/1/14  
$16.95/$19.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
224 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Reference / Trivia   

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Ctn Qty: 0

Summary: 

The fascinating history behind eponyms-the people whose 
names were given to a discovery, invention, or place 

What's in a name? From Achilles to zeppelin, the words used in 
everyday language invoke a cast of historical characters, from 
figures of ancient legend to modern-day sports stars. But ever 
wonder how on earth the names became everyday words? 
How, for example, did Italian nationalist leader Giuseppe 
Garibaldi give his name to something so sweet as a cookie? 
And who knew, when Odysseus set off on his ten-year voyage 
home in Homer'... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Random House UK

 

Homework for Grown-Ups Quiz Book : Fiendishly Fun Questions 
to Test Your Old-School Knowledge  
B. Coates, E. Foley  
9780224095204, 022409520X  
Pub Date: 10/1/11  
$17.95Discount Code: LON  
392 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Games / Quizzes   

6.000 in W | 8.500 in H  
152mm W | 216mm H  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

For all fans of Homework for Grown-ups, a fiendishly 
entertaining quiz book for all the family 

Full of fun questions to stimulate the grey matter, this quiz 
book provides the perfect framework for hours spent bettering 
yourself and your loved ones. Where would you find the islets 
of Langerhans? Which country has Ouagadougou as its capital 
city? Which former concubine went on to become the first, and 
only, Empress of China? Who did Stephen Hawking describe 
as "responsible for the birth of modern science?" In what 
language were the 39 bo... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Search Institute Press

 

Parent, Teacher, Mentor, Friend : How Every Adult Can Change 
Kids' Lives  
Peter L. Benson  
9781574822830, 1574822837  
Pub Date: 11/29/10  
$7.95/$8.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
256 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Family & Relationships / Parenting / 
Child Rearing   

4.250 in W | 7.000 in H | 0.500 in T  
108mm W | 178mm H | 13mm T  

Ctn Qty: 68

Summary: 
Detailing daily actions that have a lasting significance on kids, 
this guide for all adults shows that positive adult-child 
relationships are one of the most important factors affecting a 
young person's development. Rather than focusing on teens' 
problems, this handbook takes a proactiveapproach and 
highlights hopeful actions adults can take to have a positive 
impact on a young person's life. For example, adults will learn 
to use 30-second encounters to offer compliments and to ask 
meaningful questions of children that lead to deeper c... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Virago UK

 

Crazy Age : Thoughts on Being Old  
Jane Miller  
9781844086504, 184408650X  
Pub Date: 4/5/12  
$13.95Discount Code: LON  
256 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Literary Collections / Essays   

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
Deeply thoughtful, wry, and resilient, this fascinating and 
absorbing book about growing older is a literate and life-
enhancing look at what all of us-if we are lucky-can aspire to 
"I like being old at least as much as I liked being middle aged 
and a good deal more than I liked being young." 
Like Diana Athill's Somewhere Towards the End, this series of 
perceptive and warm-hearted essays is an incisive look at 
aging. Jane Miller dips back and forth easily between the 
personal and the literary, discussing the deep sustaining joys 
of... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Smart Guide Publications, Inc.

 

The Smart Guide to Wine  
Philip Seldon  
9781937636517, 1937636518  
Pub Date: 6/1/14, Ship Date: 6/1/14  
$21.95/$31.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
498 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Cooking / Beverages / Wine & Spirits   

 

7.500 in W | 9.250 in H  
191mm W | 235mm H  

Series: Smart GuidesTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 12

Summary: 

Offering complete, up-to-date knowledge on all of the wines 
across the world-from inexpensive everyday wines to the 
most exclusive vintages from France, Italy, Germany, South 
Africa, the United States, and other countries-this guide is a 
one-stop reference for any aspiring wine enthusiast. In 
addition to a description of the many different types of wine 
that are available, the book offers useful information on how 
to enjoy the beverage properly, from cutting the foil from the 
top of the bottle and uncorking to using the right glass and... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Chicago Review Press

 

The Audacity of Hops : The History of America's Craft Beer 
Revolution  
Tom Acitelli  
9781613743881, 1613743882  
Pub Date: 5/1/13  
$19.95/$21.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
416 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Cooking / Beverages / Beer   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H | 1.230 lb Wt  
152mm W | 229mm H | 558g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

In 1975, there was a single craft brewery in the United States; 
today there are more than 2,000. A once-fledgling, clumsy 
movement, craft beer has become ubiquitous nationwide and 
even includes a honey ale brewed at the White House. 
Powered by millions of savvy, devoted consumers and raking 
in billions of dollars annually for producers and retailers, the 
movement has changed the industry landscape and the 
international reputation of American beer, upended the big 
beer giants that once seemed untouchable, and altered 
forever drinking ha... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Vehicule Press

 

Techniques in Home Winemaking : A Practical Guide to Making 
Chateau-Style Wines  
Daniel Pambianchi  
9781550653250, 1550653253  
Pub Date: 4/1/12  
$39.95Discount Code: LON  
512 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Cooking / Beverages / Wine & Spirits   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H | 2.010 lb Wt  
152mm W | 229mm H | 912g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 12

Summary: 
From crushing grapes to bottling wine, this essential handbook 
enables the home winemaker to make informed decisions 
about ingredients, equipment, and the winemaking process. 
Precise step-by-step instructions lead both novice and 
advanced winemakers through all of the important 
procedures, including selecting and working with new 
equipment, determining the best material for specific styles, 
analyzing the product, monitoring acidity levels, and common 
troubleshooting problems. Using accessible charts and tables 
to offer detailed instruc... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hodder & Stoughton

 

Wine Tasting  
Beverley Blanning  
9781444103748, 1444103741  
Pub Date: 10/1/11  
$15.95Discount Code: LON  
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Cooking / Beverages / Wine & Spirits   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H | 0.700 in T | 
0.580 lb Wt  
127mm W | 203mm H | 18mm T | 263g 
Wt  

Series: Teach YourselfTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 30

Summary: 
For complete amateurs and enthusiasts alike, this guide 
covers storing, buying, and ordering in restaurants as well as 
serving at dinners and parties 
Helping wine drinkers to discover what wines they enjoy, this 
guide will enable them to feel confident about their choices in 
every situation. It offers a step-by-step guide to wine 
appreciation and explains the facts neeeded to find wines that 
suit one's taste. It covers all the major grape varieties and 
wine-making styles, and offers plenty of practical information 
about how to buy, s... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hodder & Stoughton

 

Ballroom Dancing  
Craig Revel Horwood, Len Goodman  
9781444102734, 1444102737  
Pub Date: 7/1/11  
$19.95Discount Code: LON  
302 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Performing Arts / Dance / Classical   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H | 0.800 in T | 
0.750 lb Wt  
127mm W | 203mm H | 20mm T | 340g 
Wt  

Series: Teach YourselfTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 40

Summary: 
For absolute beginners, dance fanatics, or those looking for a 
fun way to get fit, this guide makes it all accessible-paso doble 
to cha cha cha to Viennese waltz 
Easy-to-follow instructions and illustrations illuminate 
numerous dances in this fun guide, including the traditional 
foxtrot, waltz, and tango as well as the more modern mambo, 
rumba, and samba. Each section provides appropriate music 
suggestions, with helpful tips to encourage practice until you 
have truly mastered your moves. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Aurum Press

 

Last Call for the Dining Car : The Telegraph Book of Great 
Railway Journeys  
Michael Kerr  
9781845137700, 1845137701  
Pub Date: 10/1/12  
$17.95/$19.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
320 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Travel / Essays & Travelogues   

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Ctn Qty: 0

Summary: 
From Michael Palin to Nicholas Crane, a riveting anthology of 
railway travel covers every kind of train from the luxurious 
Orient Express to the insanely crowded commuter trains of 
Bombay 
In an age when low-cost airlines have reduced travel to a 
point-to-point aerial bus service, the train can still take 
travelers on a genuine journey, nosing through sweeping 
valleys, across vertiginous viaducts, and stopping at tiny halts 
in the middle of nowhere in the dead of night. For better or 
worse, it brings along its own shotgun traveling c... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Summersdale

 

Good Vibrations : Coast to Coast by Harley  
Tom Cunliffe  
9781849532129, 1849532125  
Pub Date: 9/1/12  
$13.95/$15.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
352 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Travel / Essays & Travelogues   

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

A rip-roaring Harley ride across America, told through the 
investigative lenses of a pair of husband-and-wife itinerant 
bikers from the UK 

Told in a conversational and often times humorous tone, this is 
the story of Tom Cunliffe and his wife Roz, who took life in the 
saddle and on to the American highways and byways astride 
the quintessential dream machine: the Harley-Davidson. 
Beginning in Baltimore-where they first had to find a suitable 
bike for Roz to ride-they journeyed northwest through 
Washington, Oregon, and California, and the... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Chicago Review Press

 

Grandma Gatewood's Walk : The Inspiring Story of the Woman 
Who Saved the Appalachian Trail  
Ben Montgomery  
9781613747186, 1613747187  
Pub Date: 4/1/14, Ship Date: 4/1/14  
$26.95/$31.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
288 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Sports & Recreation / Outdoor Skills   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H  
152mm W | 229mm H  

Ctn Qty: 0

Summary: 

Emma Gatewood was the first woman to hike the entire 
Appalachian Trail alone, as well as the first person-man or 
woman-to walk it twice and three times and she did it all after 
the age of 65. This is the first and only biography of Grandma 
Gatewood, as the reporters called her, who became a hiking 
celebrity in the 1950s and '60s. She appeared on TV with 
Groucho Marx and Art Linkletter, and on the pages of Sports 
Illustrated. The public attention she brought to the little-known 
footpath was unprecedented. Her vocal criticism of the lou... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Chicago Review Press

 

Volunteer Vacations : Short-Term Adventures That Will Benefit 
You and Others (11th Edition)  
Bill McMillon, Doug Cutchins, Anne Geissinger, Ed ...  
9781569768419, 1569768412  
Pub Date: 2/1/12  
$18.95/$20.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
464 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Travel / Special Interest / General   

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H  
140mm W | 216mm H  

Ctn Qty: 36

"For those who like to get their hands dirty, this is an excellent 
resource." —Chicago Tribune 

 
Summary: 

If you're looking for a way to make a difference while on 
vacation-simultaneously getting away and using your talents 
to improve the world-this guide shows you how a short-term 
volunteer stint can transform your life as much as the people, 
animals, and ecology you choose to help. This fully updated 
edition is filled with in-depth information and profiles of 150 
select organizations, more than 40 new in this edition, running 
thousands of quality programs in the United States and around 

 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Silverleaf Press

 

Finding Your Family on the Internet : The Ultimate Guide to 
Online Family History Research  
Michael Otterson  
9781933317441, 1933317442  
Pub Date: 5/15/08  
$18.95/$23.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Reference / Genealogy   

7.250 in W | 9.250 in H | 0.700 in T | 
0.500 lb Wt  
184mm W | 235mm H | 18mm T | 227g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
This beginner's guide to finding family history online takes 
readers through a simple, step-by-step process to help fill the 
gaps and holes in one's family network. Complete with a 
section of reviewed and recommended genealogy websites, 
this resource provides guidance on how to maximize the 
benefits of the Internet while avoiding less-than-reputable and 
unreliable sites. Peppered with amusing but encouraging 
personal stories, the author calls upon more than 30 years of 
genealogy experience to help readers hunt down their 
ancestral line... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG The History Press

 

DNA and Social Networking : A Guide to Genealogy in the 
Twenty-First Century  
Debbie Kennett  
9780752458625, 0752458620  
Pub Date: 4/1/12  
$24.95/$27.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
224 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Reference / Genealogy   

6.50 W | 10.00 H | 0.80 T  
7W | 10H | 1T  

Ctn Qty: 14

Summary: 
An easy-to-use guide to finding one's ancestors with the latest 
in new technology and scientific techniques-including blogs, 
web auctions, wikis, and YouTube 
Presenting the future of family history, this up-to-date book 
offers a guide to using social networking, such as Facebook 
and Twitter, as a research tool and explains the facts and 
potential of DNA testing for the genealogist. Family history 
research has come a long way from the local record office-
now 21st-century scientific and technological developments 
have changed the way p... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG The History Press

 

Family History : Digging Deeper  
Simon Fowler  
9780752458977, 0752458973  
Pub Date: 6/1/12  
$24.95/$27.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
192 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Reference / Genealogy   

6.500 in W | 10.000 in H | 0.900 in T  
165mm W | 254mm H | 23mm T  

Ctn Qty: 24

Summary: 
A team of top genealogists reveal their secrets and provide 
answers to the "brick walls" often reached when researching 
family history 
An exciting new addition to any family historian's library, this 
guide will take their research to the next level with clear 
advice and explanation of the processes involved. It provides 
information about the way in which our ancestors used to live 
and how this knowledge can help the researcher. Topics 
include genealogical traditions around the world, from North 
America to West Africa; the abuse of ge... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG The History Press

 

Family Trees : A Manual for Their Design, Layout & Display  
Marie Lynskey  
9781860775963, 1860775969  
Pub Date: 9/1/11  
$35.95/$39.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
112 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Reference / Genealogy   

8.000 in W | 10.750 in H | 0.300 in T  
203mm W | 273mm H | 8mm T  

Ctn Qty: 50

Summary: 
A detailed guide to the alternative ways to lay out and 
draw up a genealogical chart, up through the 
production of a finished document for display on the 
wall or in a book 
  
A family tree chart can be purely functional, to convey its 
information in a clear and easily accessible manner, or it can 
be a highly decorative, carefully written, and illustrated piece 
of artwork, and this very practical do-it-yourself manual offers 
a full range of options and methods. Layout solutions are 
given for multiple marriages, natural children, intermarri... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Huron Street Press

 

Finding Your Roots : Easy-to-Do Genealogy and Family History  
Janice Schultz  
9781937589004, 1937589005  
Pub Date: 9/3/13  
$21.95/$24.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
240 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Reference / Genealogy   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H | 0.730 lb Wt  
152mm W | 229mm H | 331g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 56

Summary: 

A librarian and authority on genealogical research offers 
advice and encouragement to those who are eager to uncover 
their family history in this guidebook. Getting started, research 
techniques, interviewing tips, and effective use of the library 
and internet are all discussed in detail in this book that is ideal 
for beginners and novices. The benefits and importance of 
genealogical research are also explored. Also included is a 
discussion on how a person's own identity is linked to their 
ancestors, and knowledge of forebearers can co... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hodder & Stoughton

 

Write Your Life Story and Get It Published  
Ann Gawthorpe  
9781444103212, 1444103210  
Pub Date: 10/1/11  
$19.95Discount Code: LON  
192 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Reference / Writing Skills   

 

5.00 W | 8.00 H | 0.90 T  
5W | 8H | 1T  

Series: Teach YourselfTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 30

Summary: 
Perfect for non-writers who want to tell their story, creative 
guidance is combined with practical information on sources, 
structure, and publication 
For anyone who has wanted to write down their life story but 
never found the time or the confidence, this is the perfect 
book. It will help aspring storytellers to find a style that suits 
them, collect and structure all the information needed, plan 
their story, and discover their voice. It also explains how to 
gather anecdotes and other information from different 
sources, plan and struc... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Marion Street Press, LLC

 

Finding Your Voice, Telling Your Stories : 167 Ways to Tell Your 
Life Stories  
Carol LaChapelle  
9781933338323, 1933338326  
Pub Date: 9/1/08  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Language Arts & Disciplines / 
Composition & Creative Writing / 
General   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H | 0.430 in T | 
1.000 lb Wt  
152mm W | 229mm H | 11mm T | 454g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

Asserting that each life contains the makings of a memoir, 
Carol LaChapelle gives writers, journal writers, and family 
historians the tools to explore their memories and turn them 
into great stories. Condensing 20 years of teaching experience 
into 167 stimulating exercises, Carol helps readers access and 
describe the important people, places, and events in their 
lives. The contributions of real students who have been using 
these methods in Carol's workshops for years demonstrate 
just how productive these exercises can be. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Vehicule Press

 

Writing Personals  
Lolette Kuby  
9781550652932, 1550652931  
Pub Date: 4/1/11  
$18.95Discount Code: LON  
208 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Fiction / Contemporary Women   

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H | 0.600 in T | 
0.470 lb Wt  
140mm W | 216mm H | 15mm T | 213g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 48

Summary: 

Offbeat characters, sexual proclivities of seniors, and acerbic 
comments on the publishing world are the backdrop to this 
story of a working woman's quirky quest for love. Sylvia 
Weisler is under contract with a small publisher to write a 
nonfiction book about personals advertising. Focusing on the 
middle-aged and older group who tend to utilize print media, 
she places a wanted ad for a man "of average height, well-
muscled . . . with more body hair than a baby's behind but 
less than a gorilla." Through a variety of interviews, Sylvia ...

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hodder & Stoughton

 

Plan a Secure Retirement  
Trevor Goodbun  
9781444102246, 1444102249  
Pub Date: 5/28/10  
$19.95Discount Code: LON  
272 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Business & Economics / Personal 
Finance / Retirement Planning   

 

5.00 W | 8.00 H | 0.70 T  
5W | 8H | 1T  

Series: Teach YourselfTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
Are you only a few years away from retirement and fearful of 
how you will manage, particularly in the current financial 
climate? This book is aimed at those about to retire who want 
to make the most of their money in retirement, but it's about 
much more than just pensions. All other aspects of managing 
finances for retirement are covered, from getting the best deal 
on a current account to leaving an inheritance in the most tax 
efficient way. And all in just one handy, portable book 
complete with jargon-buster! Each chapter covers a spe... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hodder & Stoughton

 

Plan Now, Retire Happy : How to Secure Your Future, Whatever 
the Economic Climate  
Alvin Hall  
9780340937815, 0340937815  
Pub Date: 1/1/10  
$12.95Discount Code: LON  
214 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Business & Economics / Personal 
Finance / Retirement Planning   

5.00 W | 8.00 H | 1.00 T  
5W | 8H | 1T  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
The internationally renowned financial educator Hall shares his 
expertise and no-nonsense approach to facing the financial 
future 
When it comes to retirement, many find it easy to stick their 
heads in the sand thinking they are too young, too busy, and 
too cash-strapped to worry about the future. Another obstacle 
is the common feeling of discouragement from all the bad 
news about pensions. But as this book explains, even the 
recession is no excuse to stop planning ahead. For those who 
wonder where to start and who to trust, this step... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Virgin Books

 

The Future of Money  
Oliver Chittenden  
9780753522042, 0753522047  
Pub Date: 1/31/11, On Sale Date: 1/31  
$21.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
416 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Business & Economics / International / 
General   

5.000 in W | 7.750 in H | 1.000 in T  
127mm W | 197mm H | 25mm T  

Ctn Qty: 24

Summary: The state of the global economy affects every 
single one of us. With economic growth threatened by financial 
regulation and the East and West at competitive odds, the real 
solutions to global recession can only come through 
international co-operation. Featuring World leaders, Nobel 
Prize-winning economists, award-winning writers and opinion 
formers The Future of Money brings together the finest 
thinking to suggest solutions to this global predicament. 
 
Contributors include David Blanchflower, John Bruton, Todd 
Buchholz, Martin Feldstei... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Addicus Books

 

Understanding Your Living Will : What You Need to Know Before 
a Medical Emergency  
Fred Mirarchi  
9781886039773, 1886039771  
Pub Date: 9/1/06  
$12.95/$17.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
102 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Law / Wills   

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H | 0.500 in T  
140mm W | 216mm H | 13mm T  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
Is Your Living Will Compromising Your Safety? 
If you have a living will, you probably had it prepared so your 
wishes could be carried out if you became incapable of making 
your own medical decisions. But, did you realize there is a risk 
of your living will being misinterpreted?  
 
Patients who are not terminally ill die in hospitals every year 
because of medical staff misinterpretations of living wills. 
These are patients who would have otherwise lived if treated. 
But, too often, patients with living wills are treated as DNR-a 
code... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Bull Publishing Company

 

Live Young, Think Young, Be Young : . . . At Any Age  
Donald M. Vickery, Larry Matson, Carol Vickery  
9781933503974, 1933503971  
Pub Date: 9/26/12  
$18.95/$20.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
384 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Self-Help / Aging   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H  
152mm W | 229mm H  

Ctn Qty: 30

Summary: 
While there are plenty of books offering advice about how to 
age, none takes the crucial step back to challenge how people 
think about aging-until now. The Aging Syndrome, the core 
idea in this book, explains the aging process by using three 
pillars: intrinsic aging, the aging process that no one 
understands; disuse, both physical and mental; and chronic 
disease processes, which begin in childhood or sometimes in 
the womb. Using practical steps and plain language, this 
volume is the only guide needed for developing a plan for 
growing o... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Symphony Space

 

Selected Shorts: Lots of Laughs!  
David Schickler, Ron Carlson, Isaiah Sheffer, John...  
9780971921825, 0971921822  
Pub Date: 4/1/05  
$28.00/$30.95 Can.Discount Code: AUD 
3 pages  
CD-Audio / CD standard audio format  
Fiction / Anthologies (multiple authors)  

 
 

5.500 in W | 5.000 in H | 1.000 in T | 
0.460 lb Wt  
140mm W | 127mm H | 25mm T | 209g 
Wt  

Series: Selected Shorts: A Celebration 
of the Short Story 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 30

Summary: 
This three-CD collection features more best-loved selections 
from National Public Radio's Selected Shorts, an award-winning 
series of classic and contemporary short fiction read by 
acclaimed actors and recorded live at Peter Norton Symphony 
Space in New York City. More than three hours of recordings 
in each collection capture the intimacy of live performance. 
Stories are alternately funny, sad, moving, and exciting and 
make a perfect accompaniment to daily activities such as 
driving, cooking, exercising, and relaxing. 
 
Lots of Laughs! ... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Symphony Space

 

Selected Shorts: Travel Tales  
9781934033005, 1934033006  
Pub Date: 4/1/07  
$28.00/$30.95 Can.Discount Code: AUD 
1 pages  
CD-Audio / CD standard audio format  
Fiction / Anthologies (multiple authors)  

 
 

5.500 in W | 5.000 in H | 0.500 in T | 
0.500 lb Wt  
140mm W | 127mm H | 13mm T | 227g 
Wt  

Series: Selected Shorts: A Celebration 
of the Short Story 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
Winner of AudioFile Magazine's Earphones Award for 
Exceptional Audio Performance 

Hilarity, suspense, and high drama are offered up in the mix 
of tales of travel to locales familiar and exotic found on this 
three-CD compilation from National Public Radio's Selected 
Shorts. An award-winning series of classic and contemporary 
short fiction, the selections are read by distinguished stage 
and screen actors and recorded live at Peter Norton 
Symphony Space in New York City. Join a father and son on a 
sailing voyage that goes dangerously awry... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Rakennustieto Publishing

 

Play Music : Playing Cards  
Ari-Pekka Halviala, Mikko Metsahonkala  
9789516822221, 9516822223  
Pub Date: 5/1/10  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
54 pages / Card Deck  
Game  
Music / Genres & Styles / Classical   

3.000 in W | 5.000 in H | 0.900 in T  
76mm W | 127mm H | 23mm T  

Ctn Qty: 100

Summary: A unique deck of playing cards which features 
musicians on the back of the cards. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Smart Guide Publications, Inc.

 

The Smart Guide to Classical Music  
Robert Sherman, Philip Seldon  
9781937636234, 1937636232  
Pub Date: 4/1/14, Ship Date: 4/1/14  
$18.95/$28.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
288 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Music / Genres & Styles / Classical   

 

7.500 in W | 9.250 in H  
191mm W | 235mm H  

Series: Smart GuidesTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

Written by an expert with more than five decades of 
experience listening to and commenting on classical music, 
this reference is a rigorous introduction to the musical genre. 
Presented in a practical, accessible format, the information 
included in the book will allow readers identify instruments, 
composers, and compositions as they listen to the music; 
provides simple definitions of intimidating music jargon; and 
sheds light on the lives and legacies of some of the most 
important composers. Tips and recommendations on building a 
CD col... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Gia Publications

 

John Philip Sousa's America : The Patriot's Life in Images and 
Words  
John Phillip Sousa IV, Loras John Schissel  
9781579998837, 1579998836  
Pub Date: 4/1/12  
$34.95/$38.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
208 pages / Includes Audio CD  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Biography & Autobiography / 
Composers & Musicians / General   

11.000 in W | 8.500 in H  
279mm W | 216mm H  

Ctn Qty: 13

Summary: 
John Philip Sousa was the Beatles of his day-America's first 
big superstar: conductor of more than 14,000 concerts, 
composer of a hundred hit tunes, and author of three 
Broadway musicals...running at the same time! In 1900, he 
was the best-known musician in the world, living among 
presidents, corporate giants, and movie stars. 
 
Even today, millions hear and love his music. Schools, stages, 
highways, statues, and events are named after him. "The 
Stars and Stripes Forever" is the National March of the United 
States of America. 
 
Yet there... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Elliott & Thompson

 

The Classic FM Hall of Fame : The Greatest Classical Music of All 
Time  
Darren Henley, Sam Jackson, Tim Lihoreau  
9781907642173, 190764217X  
Pub Date: 10/1/11  
$34.95/$38.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
230 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Music / Genres & Styles / Classical   

7.500 in W | 10.000 in H | 1.000 in T  
191mm W | 254mm H | 25mm T  

Ctn Qty: 9

Summary: 
The annual Hall of Fame, produced by a classical radio station 
known for its popular and accessible style 
The Classic FM Hall of Fame is a collection of the 300 most 
popular pieces of classical music, as voted for by the listeners 
of Classic FM, one of the UK's three Independent National 
Radio stations. Including the history behind both the composer 
and the composition, this is the definitive guide to some of the 
best classical music ever recorded, as well as the stories 
behind it. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Summersdale

 

Old Is the New Young  
9781849531658, 184953165X  
Pub Date: 6/1/12  
$7.95/$8.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
160 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Humor / Form / Anecdotes   

4.000 in W | 5.000 in H | 0.300 lb Wt  
102mm W | 127mm H | 136g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 44

Summary: 
Who says the young have all the fun? 
"Old age ain't no place for sissies." -Bette Davis  
"Red meat and gin." -Julia Child on the key to her longevity 
"Eventually you will reach a point when you stop lying about 
your age and start bragging about it." -Will Rogers 
"When they tell me I'm too old to do something, I attempt it 
immediately." -Pablo Picasso 
"The older one grows, the more one likes indecency." -Virginia 
Woolf 
You've lived the dream, seen the movie, and bought the T-
shirt-so isn't it time to show the kids how to... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Summersdale

 

Keep Calm You're Only 60  
9781849532242, 1849532249  
Pub Date: 9/1/12  
$7.95/$8.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
160 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Humor / General   

4.000 in W | 5.000 in H  
102mm W | 127mm H  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

"I'm 60 years of age. That's 16 Celsius!" -George Carlin

 

So what if you're turning 60; after all, with age comes wisdom 
and more excuses to kick back and flip through those cruise 
holiday brochures-and at least you're not 70! This book is 
packed with celebratory quotations to help you shrug your 
shoulders, blow out the candles, and keep calm-perfect for 
sexagenarians everywhere. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Summersdale

 

Keep Calm You're Only 70  
9781849532280, 1849532281  
Pub Date: 9/1/12  
$7.95/$8.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
160 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Humor / General   

4.000 in W | 5.000 in H  
102mm W | 127mm H  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

"Being 70 is no different from being 69. It's a round number, 
and there's something about roundness that has always 
appealed." -Elizabeth Taylor 

So what if you're turning 70; after all, with age comes wisdom 
and more excuses to woop loudly as you cruise past 
pedestrians on your brand new mobility scooter-and at least 
you're not 80! This book is packed with celebratory quotations 
to help you shrug your shoulders, blow out the candles, and 
keep calm, perfect for septuagenarians everywhere. 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Summersdale

 

Keep Calm You're Only 80  
Summersdale  
9781849533621, 1849533628  
Pub Date: 10/1/13  
$7.95/$8.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
160 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Humor / General   

4.000 in W | 5.000 in H  
102mm W | 127mm H  

Ctn Qty: 0

Summary: 

"On my eightieth birthday I hope to be jumping out of an 
airplane or swimming with the sharks." -Bonnidette Lantz 

So what if you're turning 80? After all, with age comes 
wisdom, sophistication, and more excuses to act as if you 
don't give two hoots about wisdom or sophistication-at least 
you're not 90. This book is packed with celebratory quotations 
to help you shrug your shoulders, blow out the candles, and 
keep calm. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Anova Books

 

London's Strangest Tales : Extraordinary but True Stories from 
Over a Thousand Years of London's History  
Tom Quinn  
9781907554643, 1907554645  
Pub Date: 9/1/12  
$15.95/$17.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
166 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
History / Europe / Great Britain - 
General   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Series: Strangest seriesTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
From the medieval human lavatory to the one-legged 
escalator tester to the monarch who showed her breasts to a 
visiting ambassador, some of London's best-kept secrets-now 
in a gift format 
This collection is packed with amazing things most readers 
don't know about the capital, such as the fact that it's still 
forbidden to run, carry an umbrella, or whistle in Burlington 
Arcade. Readers will also find out, for example, that there is a 
tiny, working jail cell that looks like a fat lamppost, situated at 
the southeast corner of Trafalgar ... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Chicago Review Press

 

Citizen Lane : Defending Our Rights in the Courts, the Capitol, 
and the Streets  
Mark Lane, Martin Sheen  
9781613740019, 1613740018  
Pub Date: 6/1/12  
$26.95/$29.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
384 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Biography & Autobiography / Lawyers & 
Judges   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H | 1.430 lb Wt  
152mm W | 229mm H | 649g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 22

Summary: 

Freedom Rider, friend of Eleanor Roosevelt, Dick Gregory's 
vice-presidential running mate, legal defense at Wounded 
Knee, survivor of the Jonestown Massacre-Mark Lane has 
been inspiring social consciousness, influencing history 
makers, and inciting controversy for more than six decades. 
In Citizen Lane he tells the story of his remarkable life, 
demonstrating how a single dedicated individual can fight for 
the underdog, provoke the establishment, and trigger change. 
From the streets to the courtroom, he has been on the front 
lines in th... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG CSA Word

 

Great Classic Stories 3 : 20 Unabridged Classics  
F. Scott Fitzgerald, Arthur Conan Doyle, Arnold Be...  
9781934997253, 1934997250  
Pub Date: 4/1/09  
$29.95Discount Code: AUD  
1 pages  
CD-Audio / CD standard audio format  
Fiction / Classics   

 

5.000 in W | 6.000 in H | 1.100 in T | 
1.000 lb Wt  
127mm W | 152mm H | 28mm T | 454g 
Wt  

Series: A CSA Word ClassicTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
The short story represents the perfect diversion for the busy 
modern reader-long enough to engage, but short enough to be 
portable to almost any setting from beach to bus ride. In this 
audio collection, a group of British readers breathe new life 
into 20 masterpieces of the form. There's something here for 
every taste and mood, from a prime example of F. Scott 
Fitzgerald's satirical "Pat Hobby" stories based on his 
Hollywood experiences, to gripping thrillers from the pen of 
Arthur Conan Doyle and Arnold Bennett. Writers include 
early ... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG CSA Word

 

Goodbye, Mr Chips  
James Hilton, Martin Jarvis  
9781934997147, 1934997145  
Pub Date: 11/1/08  
$22.95Discount Code: AUD  
1 pages  
CD-Audio / CD standard audio format  
Fiction / Classics   

 

5.000 in W | 6.000 in H | 0.600 in T  
127mm W | 152mm H | 15mm T  

Series: A CSA Word ClassicTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
The story of Mr. Chipping, the classics master at Brookfield 
School since 1870, takes readers on a beguiling journey 
through the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Sometimes 
Chips, as he is affectionately known, is an old man who 
dreams by the fire; then he's a difficult young taskmaster 
schooling his students, or a middle-aged man encountering the 
lovely Katherine, whose "new woman" opinions work far-
reaching changes in him. As succeeding generations of boys 
march onward through Chips' mind, Hilton's narrative remains 
masterful. He s... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Lion UK

 

The Compact Guide to the Bible  
Debra K. Reid, Martin Manser  
9780745953137, 0745953131  
Pub Date: 10/1/10  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
192 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Religion / Biblical Reference / General   

 

7.00 W | 7.00 H | 0.60 T  
7W | 7H | 1T  

Series: Compact EncyclopediaTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 30

Summary: 

A handy and accessible reference book that outlines the key 
subjects and relevance of the Bible today 

An acute but thorough overview of the Bible as a whole, this 
guide explains what the Bible is, the history of where it came 
from, and gives a complete outline of what it holds inside. 
Moving from the Old Testament to the New, it explores the 
people, nations, and places of the Bible, as well as highlighting 
the importance of reading and using the Bible today. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG John Murray

 

About Time : Growing Old Disgracefully  
Irma Kurtz  
9780719569869, 0719569869  
Pub Date: 3/1/10  
$13.95Discount Code: LON  
272 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Social Science / Gerontology   

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H | 0.700 in T  
127mm W | 203mm H | 18mm T  

Ctn Qty: 40

Summary: 

In this frank, often funny, and always compelling disquisition 
on aging, Irma Kurtz sets out to chart the territory through her 
own and others' experiences. Along the way she meets a 
diverse group of people whose insights into their own lives 
have much to offer a younger generation-from a 90-year-old 
weekly columnist and a vicar still working in his mid-70s to 
The Good Granny Guide's Jane Fearnley-Whittingstall and 
'London's Rudest Landlord' Normal Balon of the celebrated 
Coach and Horses. Kurtz is a fearless investigator of the art 
o... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Piatkus Books

 

The 10 Secrets of Healthy Ageing : How to Live Longer, Look 
Younger and Feel Great  
Patrick Holford, Jerome Burne  
9780749956547, 0749956542  
Pub Date: 9/1/12  
$23.95Discount Code: LON  
432 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Health & Fitness / Nutrition   

6.000 in W | 9.500 in H  
152mm W | 241mm H  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

A practical guide to the diet, supplements, and lifestyle that 
can increase longevity and help one look and feel younger 

Life expectancy is increasing, but this is only good news for 
those who stay well and can enjoy it. This guide draws on the 
latest research findings and the health secrets of long-lived 
people to outline the diet and lifestyle that will help readers 
stay healthy, look younger, and feel great as they age. It 
explains how the body changes as it ages and what can be 
done to avoid the illnesses of old age, as well as the... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Summersdale

 

You're Never Too Old To . . .  
Lizzie Cornwall  
9781849531962, 184953196X  
Pub Date: 9/1/12  
$8.95/$9.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
128 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Self-Help / Aging   

4.000 in W | 5.000 in H | 1.000 lb Wt  
102mm W | 127mm H | 454g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

An inspirational guidebook to trying something new every day-
no matter how old you are 

You're never too old to . . .

 

. . . sky-dive 

. . . be whisked off your feet 

. . . touch an iceberg 

. . . get on the next train out of town and get off somewhere 
new. 

People often say that you should "act your age," but they're 
talking complete nonsense, of course. This sourcebook of 
delightful ideas will tempt you to try something new every 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Michael O'Mara

 

Grandfather's Wisdom : Good, Old-fashioned Advice Handed 
Down Through the Ages  
Barry Robb, David Woodroffe  
9781843174684, 1843174685  
Pub Date: 5/1/11  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
160 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Reference / General   

5.00 W | 8.00 H | 0.70 T  
5W | 8H | 1T  

Ctn Qty: 40

Summary: 
There's nothing quite like the wise words that only a 
grandfather can deliver 
Containing Grandad's timeless knowledge and understanding, 
along with practical advice and fun suggestions, Grandfather's 
Wisdom pulls together generations of collected wisdom into 
one handy and attractive package. There's no problem a 
grandfather doesn't have a solution for-whether it's advice on 
how best to shine your shoes, how to win at cards, or just a bit 
of basic good sense-grandfathers never let you down. A 
fantastic treasure trove of homespun wisd... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Michael O'Mara

 

The Little Book of Senior Moments  
Shelley Klein  
9781782431404, 1782431403  
Pub Date: 10/1/13  
$5.95/$6.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
128 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Humor / General   

4.500 in W | 5.500 in H  
114mm W | 140mm H  

Ctn Qty: 0

Summary: Crammed full of advice, examples, 
anecdotes, confessions, and tips, this hilarious pocket-
sized book is essential reading for anyone interested 
in . . . er . . . whatever it is 
"You gotta keep in shape. My grandmother started walking 
five miles a day when she was 60. She's 97 today and we 
don't know where the hell she is." -Ellen DeGeneres 
With gems taken from The Book of Senior Moments, this is an 
entertaining and uplifting pocket-sized guide to dealing with 
your dotage. Tales of late bloomers will inspire (Michelangelo 
was 71 wh... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Summersdale

 

Suddenly Senior : The Funny Thing About Getting Older  
Tom Hay  
9781849530767, 1849530769  
Pub Date: 11/2/11  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
208 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Humor / General   

4.500 in W | 7.000 in H | 0.900 in T | 
0.560 lb Wt  
114mm W | 178mm H | 23mm T | 254g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 30

Summary: 
"As you get older three things happen. The first is your 
memory goes, and I can't remember the other two." -Norman 
WisdomYou can't help feeling bewildered every time another 
birthday lunges at you-after all, you still feel like the 
proverbial spring chicken. And yet there are unmistakeable 
signs that seniority is creeping in. Don't worry, that's senior, 
not senile. If you've ever had a senior moment, are afraid of 
acting your age, or are really deranged and confused, this 
miscellany of wit, jokes, and quotations will remind you that 
a... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Michael O'Mara

 

The Book of Senior Jokes : The Ones You Can Remember  
Geoff Tibballs  
9781843173991, 1843173999  
Pub Date: 6/1/11  
$12.95Discount Code: LON  
176 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Humor / Form / Jokes & Riddles   

5.000 in W | 7.500 in H | 0.800 in T | 
0.580 lb Wt  
127mm W | 191mm H | 20mm T | 263g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 36

Summary: 
A collection of the finest, funniest, and sauciest jokes about 
age and aging-here, at last, is a book guaranteed to make 
anyone laugh incontinently 
Jokes from such "senior" luminaries as George Burns, Winston 
Churchill, Joan Rivers, Dorothy Parker, and many more fill this 
delicious companion to The Book of Senior Moments. Growing 
older is unavoidable, and there's only one solution. As your 
physical attributes drift southwards and your mental powers 
head for the hills, remember-and it's certainly difficult, given 
that you likely can'... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Headline Book Publishing

 

Who's That Woman in the Mirror? : The Art of Ageing Gracefully  
Keren Smedley  
9780755317578, 0755317572  
Pub Date: 4/1/10  
$12.95Discount Code: LON  
288 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Self-Help / Aging   

5.00 W | 8.00 H | 0.80 T  
5W | 8H | 1T  

Ctn Qty: 44

Summary: 
"Age is irrelevant, unless you happen to be a bottle of wine." -
Joan Collins 
In this hugely practical and always entertaining guide to later 
life, Keren Smedley argues passionately against outdated 
stereotypes concerning age, helping people change their 
beliefs and attitudes about aging. As a professional life coach 
she has been asked every kind of question imaginable about 
the uncertainties and problems facing people in later life. 
Whether the subject is sexuality, money, relationships, health, 
friends, or planning for the future,... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Marion Street Press, LLC

 

The Gift of Age : Wit and Wisdom, Information and Inspiration 
for the Chronologically Endowed, and Those Who Will Be  
Richard Lederer  
9781933338859, 1933338857  
Pub Date: 4/1/11  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
168 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Family & Relationships / Aging / General  

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H | 0.400 in T | 
0.410 lb Wt  
152mm W | 229mm H | 10mm T | 186g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 50

Summary: 
A blend of touching stories, fascinating facts, and rollicking 
humor is presented in this entertaining look at the jaunt 
towards senior citizenship. Guaranteed to stir souls, stimulate 
minds, and tickle funny bones, the chapters include Why It's 
Great to Be Chronologically Endowed, Grandkids Say the 
Darnedest Things, The Lighter Side of Aging, and Jest for the 
Health of It. Advice on enjoying one's golden years is 
featured, from how to accumulate happiness and social 
wisdom to the delights of retirement. With puns, jokes, riddles, 
and ... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Morning Glory Press

 

Over 70 and I Don't Mean MPH : Reflections on the Gift of 
Longevity  
Marilyn Reynolds  
9780984428342, 0984428348  
Pub Date: 4/1/12  
$12.95/$13.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
160 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Humor / Form / Essays   

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H | 0.410 lb Wt  
140mm W | 216mm H | 186g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 88

Summary: 
Written in a conversational tone with honesty and humor, this 
collection of essays is a compelling look at experiences and 
situations common to people over 70. Part inspiration and part 
how-to, the writings explore subjects such as choosing a burial 
or cremation plan, living in a body that requires high 
maintenance, and being typecast as one who can only eat 
bland foods. The personal essays expose with irony and 
humor the often overlooked details of the trials of aging, yet 
also provide a deeper understanding of the necessity of 
reinve... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Huron Street Press

 

Queue Tips : Discovering Your Next Great Movie  
Rob Christopher  
9781937589097, 1937589099  
Pub Date: 11/1/12  
$16.95/$18.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
168 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Performing Arts / Film & Video / Guides 
& Reviews   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H  
152mm W | 229mm H  

Ctn Qty: 50

Summary: Offering a garden-variety of carefully cultivated 
lists, this suggestion guide for the at-home movie viewer 
incorporates classic films with those more obscure for a full 
menu of watch-worthy films. Online streaming services might 
present their own recommendation services, but little is 
provided about the film beyond a snippet description and 
further research is usually required. This all-in-one 
recommendation source provides descriptions, a capsule 
review, trivia, and helpful tips on where to locate the movie-
whether in DVD format or o... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Michael O'Mara

 

The Seniors' Survival Guide : New Tricks For Old Dogs  
Geoff Tibballs  
9781843172369, 1843172364  
Pub Date: 6/1/10  
$15.95Discount Code: LON  
176 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Family & Relationships / Aging / General  

5.00 W | 7.50 H | 0.70 T  
5W | 8H | 1T  

Ctn Qty: 40

Summary: 
Are you worried that the times are moving on without you and 
you're simply being dragged kicking and screaming into the 
21st century? Does the thought of using an iPod or Blackberry 
make your palms sweaty? Does the idea of going into 
Starbucks for a coffee strike fear into your heart? The Seniors' 
Survival Guide is here to help clear the fog and make sense of 
all the confusing mumbo-jumbo surrounding modern life. It 
includes everything from buying and selling on eBay and using 
that internet thingy to understanding teen-speak, tackling ... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Michael O'Mara

 

Seriously Senior Moments : Or, Have You Bought This Book 
Before?  
Geoff Tibballs  
9781843174882, 184317488X  
Pub Date: 6/1/11  
$14.95Discount Code: LON  
192 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Humor / Form / Jokes & Riddles   

5.000 in W | 7.500 in H | 0.800 in T | 
0.630 lb Wt  
127mm W | 191mm H | 20mm T | 286g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 40

Summary: 

Stuffed full of real-life anecdotes, dubious advice, mortifying 
confessions, and much more hilarity from like-minded seniors, 
this is a fabulous laugh-out-loud guide for forgetful friends of 
all ages 

Entertaining and uplifting, this witty book takes a hilarious look 
at those embarrassing setbacks experienced in one's senior 
years. From picking up the wrong child from school, to 
misplacing your car somewhere on your own road-the signs 
are all there that the old memory isn't what it used to be. 
Containing a wealth of jokes, anecdotes,... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Chicago Review Press

 

Tiny Whittling : More Than 20 Projects to Make  
Steve Tomashek  
9781613744963, 161374496X  
Pub Date: 11/1/12  
$16.95/$18.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
112 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Crafts & Hobbies / Woodwork / General   

7.500 in W | 9.000 in H  
191mm W | 229mm H  

Ctn Qty: 0

Summary: A hip beginner's guide to one of the world's most 
relaxing, inexpensive, and rewarding hobbies, this handbook 
puts a modern spin on an ancient craft by teaching readers 
how to whittle whimsical miniature creatures. With just a sharp 
knife, a little practice, and the tiniest block of wood, anyone 
can make a charming carving in less than an hour. Led by an 
award-winning carver and artist, this manual takes readers 
through the basics, demonstrating how to carve root 
vegetables in order to minimize the danger of accidents; 
readers will cre... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Quercus

 

Days that Changed the World : The 50 Defining Events of World 
History  
Hywel Williams  
9780857383396, 0857383396  
Pub Date: 10/1/11  
$13.95/$15.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
336 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
History / World / General   

5.00 W | 8.00 H | 0.60 T  
5W | 8H | 1T  

Ctn Qty: 36

Summary: 

A concise history of the world told through 50 of the past's 
most momentous events 

On September 28, 480, the Athenian navy destroyed the 
Persian invasion fleet in the Bay of Salamis. Had the Persians 
won, such noted figures as Plato, Aristotle, and Alexander 
along with democracy itself might have been erased from 
history. This original survey charts 50 such defining and 
revolutionary moments from the annals of history, concluding 
with September 11, 2001, and shows how the events of a 
single day can shape the future in a myriad of wa... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG John Blake

 

Brain Games : The Greatest Puzzle Book Ever  
George Lane  
9781843583851, 1843583852  
Pub Date: 7/17/12  
$9.95/$10.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
232 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Mathematics / General   

4.500 in W | 7.000 in H  
114mm W | 178mm H  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
A series of simple steps that anyone can use to add, divide, 
subtract, and multiply sums that seem impossible-with no 
pencil, paper, or calculator 

Many people tend to avoid situations where they must reach 
for the calculator or, even worse, work things out in their 
head, but the system outlined here will change that. This 
wonderful and fun book will teach readers how to perform a 
range of mathematical tasks, from simple addition to complex 
equations, with ease, ensuring that the frustration numbers 
cause is banished forever. And, of ... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Carlton Publishing Group

 

Travel Puzzles  
House of Puzzles  
9781847328342, 1847328342  
Pub Date: 7/1/11  
$10.95Discount Code: LON  
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Games / Logic & Brain Teasers   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H | 1.000 lb Wt  
127mm W | 203mm H | 454g Wt  

Series: House of PuzzlesTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
An all-inclusive puzzle book perfect for traveling 
This handy collection of puzzles includes enough brainteasers 
to ensure that puzzle solvers everywhere have the perfect 
holiday and needn't go without their daily dose of challenging 
mind-bogglers. Ideal for whiling away those hours during 
summer and winter breaks, and for keeping you occupied on 
the journey there and back, this book contains popular 
favorites such as wordsearches, crosswords, spot the 
differences, number grids, and many more. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Prion

 

Wrinklies' Travel Puzzles  
Matthew Donegan  
9781853758515, 1853758515  
Pub Date: 11/1/12  
$16.95Discount Code: LON  
192 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Games / Puzzles   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H | 1.000 lb Wt  
127mm W | 203mm H | 454g Wt  

Series: WrinkliesTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

Crossword, sudokus, riddles, word searches, mazes-more 
than 160 ways to keep the advanced mind sharp 

The perfect antidote to traveler's torpor, this collection offers a 
host of diverse brainteasers, logic problems, and mental 
conundrums, guaranteeing that seniors reach their destination 
in a better frame of mind. Chances are, a wrinkly has already 
traveled extensively and seen what the world has to offer. 
Those long bus, train, and plane journeys that cause younger 
travelers to stare enthusiastically through windows have long 
since los... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Michael O'Mara

 

The Brain Workout : Use It or Lose It  
Dr. Gareth Moore  
9781843175636, 1843175630  
Pub Date: 10/1/12  
$7.95/$8.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
192 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Games / Puzzles   

5.000 in W | 7.500 in H  
127mm W | 191mm H  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

An enjoyable collection of more than 90 puzzles to keep the 
brain super fit 

Perfect for anyone who finds their concentration wandering 
during meetings, or who struggles to remember phone 
numbers or PIN numbers, this book offers a fun way to 
mentally limber up. Centered around a program of problem-
solving exercises and logic tests that will work the brain, it 
also serves as an enjoyable pastime for any puzzle fans. 
Research shows that regularly exercising the brain by tackling 
simple, short challenges helps sharpen the mind, improve 
mem... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Carlton Publishing Group

 

Wordsearch  
House of Puzzles  
9781847327826, 1847327826  
Pub Date: 5/1/11  
$10.95Discount Code: LON  
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Games / Word & Word Search   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H | 1.000 lb Wt  
127mm W | 203mm H | 454g Wt  

Series: House of PuzzlesTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
See how well you fare against this large book of wordsearches
Many people like to challenge their letter-finding ability and 
this book is just the test they need. Give your brain an 
intensive workout with this large collection of wordsearch 
puzzles, a fun way to challenge and improve your skills of 
observation. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Michael O'Mara

 

The Little Book of Number Chains  
Gareth Moore  
9781843178729, 1843178729  
Pub Date: 10/1/12  
$5.95/$6.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Mathematics / Recreations & Games   

4.500 in W | 6.500 in H  
114mm W | 165mm H  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

More than 400 number chain workouts guaranteed to give 
your gray matter calculator a thorough challenge 

Good number skills are important for many reasons, from 
estimating costs while shopping to understanding interest rates 
and planning a savings. Unfortunately, most people today 
rarely perform calculations in their heads, leaving them in the 
slow lane when it comes to mental arithmetic. Thankfully, this 
book is here to help. Chock full of hundreds of number chains, 
each one consists of six calculations to perform in sequence 
on an ini... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Carlton Publishing Group

 

Holiday Puzzles  
House of Puzzles  
9781847328335, 1847328334  
Pub Date: 7/1/11  
$10.95Discount Code: LON  
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Games / Logic & Brain Teasers   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Series: House of PuzzlesTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 
A great holiday puzzle book-the perfect size for traveling 
A superb book filled with fun challenges for you to take with 
you on vacation wherever it may be. This book will keep you 
busy whether you are lying in the sun by the pool or enjoying 
a rest from the ski slopes. There are many puzzle types, 
suitable for all ages and levels, including wordsearch, 
crosswords, sudoku, mazes, and many other brainteasers. 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hodder & Stoughton

 

Chambers Card Games : 100 Best-Loved Games  
Peter Arnold  
9780550101792, 0550101799  
Pub Date: 10/1/11  
$22.95Discount Code: LON  
412 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Games / Card Games / General   

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Ctn Qty: 26

Summary: 
A wide-ranging selection of almost 100 card games, setting 
out the rules, explaining how to play, and offering strategies 
and hints 
Clear and concise, this new fully-illustrated collection is as fun 
as it is authoritative. It features a glossary, a history of card 
games, advice on card-playing etiquette, and information on 
playing cards on the Internet. Readers can find the card game 
they're after with the useful list of alternative names, or use 
the number-of-players index to find a game for any occasion. 
There's also a unique supp... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Smart Guide Publications, Inc.

 

The Smart Guide to Bridge  
Brent Manley  
9781937636487, 1937636488  
Pub Date: 4/1/14, Ship Date: 4/1/14  
$19.95/$29.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
424 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Games / Card Games / Bridge   

 

7.500 in W | 9.250 in H  
191mm W | 235mm H  

Series: Smart GuidesTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 24

Summary: 

Bridge is the world's most popular card game: it's a social 
game, a thinking game, and it's a great way to keep mentally 
sharp. This guide is designed to help bridge players at all 
stages of their development, from understanding the basics to 
learning the game's endless varieties and strategies. It covers 
the mechanics of play, how to bid, how to relate to your 
partner, and how to make those all-important tricks that make 
you a successful player. Bridge can be challenging, but this 
book will help you get the most out of this fascinatin... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Orion Publishing

 

New Instant Guide to Bridge : Acol Bids, Responses, Leads & 
Play (5th Edition)  
Hugh Kelsey, Ron Klinger  
9780297864578, 0297864572  
Pub Date: 2/1/12  
$14.95Discount Code: LON  
96 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Games / Card Games / Bridge   

 

4.500 in W | 7.000 in H  
114mm W | 178mm H  

Series: Master Bridge SeriesTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 40

The New Instant Guide to Bridge-written by two internationally 
regarded writers and players-is a must-have pocket guide to 
bridge for beginners and masters alike.  
 
Summary: 
A pocket guide to bridge, written by two internationally 
regarded writers and players 
For every bridge player who wants to be sure of the best bid, 
lead, or play, this book is designed as a quick reference. It 
includes what players need to know for opening bids, 
responses, and rebids. There is also guidance on hand 
evaluation, competitive bidding strategy, opening leads, 
declarer play, and defense so that the reader will have all the 
basic essentials of good play within easy reach. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hodder & Stoughton

 

The Chambers Book of Games, Quizzes, and Puzzles for All the 
Family  
9780550100337, 0550100334  
Pub Date: 6/28/11  
$17.95Discount Code: LON  
296 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Games / Puzzles   

4.500 in W | 7.000 in H | 0.900 in T | 
0.490 lb Wt  
114mm W | 178mm H | 23mm T | 222g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: 
Uniquely suitable for all ages, this compendium of games 
includes general knowledge quizzes and sudoku written 
especially for younger readers 
Perfect for vacations and family holidays, this collection 
includes a variety of crosswords, more than 15 card games 
from Brag to Snap, sudoku, and quizzes, ensuring fun for 
everyone of any age. 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Triumph Books

 

I Am a Card Counter : Inside the World of Advantage-Play 
Blackjack!  
Frank Scoblete  
9781600789472, 1600789471  
Pub Date: 5/1/14, Ship Date: 5/1/14  
$18.95/$20.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
304 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Games / Card Games / Blackjack   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H  
152mm W | 229mm H  

Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: 

With the help of the easy-to-master steps in this book, even a 
novice gambler can go from being a traditional blackjack 
player to a card counter-an advantage player with a true edge 
over the house. For a dozen years, Frank Scoblete was a 
devastating card-counter, consistently beating casinos in Las 
Vegas, Atlantic City, and Tunica, Mississippi and angering the 
casino bosses by knowing more about how to win money than 
almost anyone who ever challenged a casino. He employed 
sophisticated methods, including card-counting and little-
known ... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hodder & Stoughton

 

Chambers Card Games for One : The Perfect Partner for Playing 
Patience  
Peter Arnold  
9780550102010, 0550102019  
Pub Date: 11/2/11  
$12.95Discount Code: LON  
168 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Games / Card Games / Solitaire   

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Ctn Qty: 45

Summary: 
A diverse new collection of patience card games that features 
all the classics along with many less well-known games 
Whether one wants to unwind with a simple game like 
Accordion or Clock, or are looking for more of a challenge like 
Flower Garden or Miss Milligan, this collection has a game for 
everyone, regardless of age or level of skill. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Rakennustieto Publishing

 

Play Architecture : 54 Playing Cards  
9789516811119, 9516811116  
Pub Date: 4/1/08  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
54 pages / Card Deck  
Game  
Architecture / Individual Architect   

3.000 in W | 5.000 in H | 0.900 in T  
76mm W | 127mm H | 23mm T  

Ctn Qty: 192

Summary: 

Featuring the top names in 20th century architecture, these 
playing cards include celebrated designers and world-famous 
projects, using Pre-Modernism, Modernism, Post-Modernism, 
and De-Structuralism as the four suits. Two surprising jokers 
are thrown in for good measure, and all cards in this whimsical 
pack feature stylish images and English text. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hodder & Stoughton

 

Grow Your Own Fruit and Veg  
Michael Thurlow  
9781444107371, 1444107372  
Pub Date: 9/1/11  
$15.95Discount Code: LON  
260 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Gardening / Fruit   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H | 0.700 in T | 
0.530 lb Wt  
127mm W | 203mm H | 18mm T | 240g 
Wt  

Series: Teach YourselfTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 48

Summary: 
Guaranteed success for anyone wishing to grow fresh produce 
in any patch of earth-garden, allotment, or series of 
containers 
From the more basic to the exotic, this book gives specific 
instructions on when, where, and how to grow and maintain 
various fruit and vegetables, without the use of chemicals. It 
includes an A-Z list of plants together with ease of growth 
ratings and an approach that welcomes involvement from the 
whole family. The author offers personal insights, tips, 
energizing self-tests, and summaries throughout the book. 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Summersdale

 

Words from the Garden : A Collection of Beautiful Poetry, Prose 
and Quotations  
Isobel Carlson  
9781840246537, 1840246537  
Pub Date: 5/1/12  
$12.95/$13.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
96 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Literary Collections / General   

5.000 in W | 7.000 in H | 0.570 lb Wt  
127mm W | 178mm H | 259g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 52

Summary: 
Perfect for garden lovers, a collection of poetry and prose 
inspired by all things green and flourishing 
With quotations from down the ages and through the seasons, 
this beautifully-designed book contains words of wisdom on 
everything from allotments to arboretums, from pergolas to 
potting sheds, and will provide moments of laughter and 
reflection whether you are cooped up on a rainy day or 
admiring the fruits of your labour on a summer evening. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Chicago Review Press

 

Outwitting Squirrels (3rd Edition)  
Bill Adler  
9781613749418, 1613749414  
Pub Date: 4/1/14, Ship Date: 4/1/14  
$16.95/$19.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
240 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Nature / Animals   

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H | 0.540 in T | 
0.650 lb Wt  
140mm W | 216mm H | 14mm T | 295g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 72

Summary: 

The 48 million Americans of all ages who enjoy feeding wild 
birds and spend more than $3 billion a year on bird food alone 
all share a common enemy-the squirrel. For 25 years, 
Outwitting Squirrels has been leading the charge to help bird 
lovers defend their feeders from these fast, greedy, incredibly 
crafty creatures who pillage birdfeeders before owners' very 
eyes. This classic defense manual for the besieged bird feeder 
has been fully updated to deal with the more tech-savvy, 21st-
century squirrel. It provides 101 cunning strategies,... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Ebury Press

 

Our Garden Birds  
Matt Sewell  
9780091945008, 0091945003  
Pub Date: 5/14/12, On Sale Date: 5/14  
$24.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
128 pages / WATERCOLOURS  
Hardback  
Nature / Birds & Birdwatching / General   

Sales Restrictions: Canada only  
5.620 in W | 7.620 in H | 0.620 in T  
143mm W | 194mm H | 16mm T  

Ctn Qty: 1

Summary: Unique and quirky watercolours and descriptions 
of 52 beloved British birds from the Bansky of the bird world. 
 
In this beautiful, collectible new volume, street artist Matt 
Sewell offers his own unique take on 52 of our favourite 
British garden birds. 
 
Since its first appearance in July 2009, Matt's 'Bird of the 
Week' feature for the Caught by the River website has quickly 
become a cult hit. His pop-art watercolours are distinctive and 
enchanting, as are his innovative descriptions, which see great 
tits 'bossing the other birds arou... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Summersdale

 

Growing to a Ripe Old Age : 50 Years in the Garden  
Edward Enfield  
9781849531702, 1849531706  
Pub Date: 10/10/12  
$15.95/$17.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
192 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Biography & Autobiography / Personal 
Memoirs   

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

A warm, humorous tale of one's man long relationship with his 
garden 

Gardens, in my view, often involve too much gardening. This 
is partly to do with the nature of human beings, who will make 
a competition out of anything if they possibly can. 

Edward Enfield has only ever had one garden, but his dealings 
with it have extended more than half a century. He came to 
his three-quarters of an acre knowing nothing about growing 
anything, and this book is an account of his horticultural 
successes and failures, inventions and frustrations, disc... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Prion

 

Wrinklies' Guide to Gardening  
Guy Croton, Bob Flowerdew  
9781853758379, 185375837X  
Pub Date: 10/10/12  
$17.95Discount Code: LON  
192 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Gardening / Techniques   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H | 1.000 lb Wt  
127mm W | 203mm H | 454g Wt  

Series: WrinkliesTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 32

Summary: 

The perfect companion for old-timers who know that you don't 
need to be "green" in order to have a green thumb 

Cultivating a garden means cultivating one's senior health and 
well-being, while growing all kinds of good things along the 
way. This book offers acres of tried and tested tips and advice 
that will break neither back nor bank. It provides practical 
information on soil preparation, gardening gear, and planting 
techniques, as well as chapters devoted to those old wrinkly 
favorites, the greenhouse and patio pots and containers. I... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Triumph Books

 

Jumble® Getaway : Your Ticket to a Paradise of Puzzles!  
Books, Triumph  
9781600785474, 1600785476  
Pub Date: 3/1/11  
$9.95/$10.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
192 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Games / Puzzles   

 

8.500 in W | 11.000 in H  
216mm W | 279mm H  

Series: Jumbles®Territory:
Ctn Qty: 22

Summary: 
Easily stowed in a carry-on but large enough to not get lost in 
cracks between car seats, this collection of word scramble 
puzzles makes an ideal travel companion. With nearly 200 
pages of lighthearted humor and healthy brain excerise, the 
book will make travel time fly-or provide a welcome mental 
vacation at home. For more than 40 years, millions of 
newspaper readers have delighted in solving Jumble®, which 
appears in hundreds of national papers and in these puzzle 
books that offer hours of challenging wordplay and fun. Each 
page feat... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Marion Street Press, LLC

 

The Big Book of Word Play Crosswords : 100 Unique & 
Challenging Puzzles for Word Play Lovers  
Richard Lederer, Gayle Dean  
9781936863365, 1936863367  
Pub Date: 5/24/13  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
152 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Games / Crosswords / General   

8.500 in W | 11.000 in H  
216mm W | 279mm H  

Ctn Qty: 50

Summary: 

A rousing collection of crossword puzzles from humorist and 
wordplay expert Richard Lederer and award-winning puzzle 
constructor Gayle Dean, this book presents 100 original 
crossword puzzles that include amusing, witty, and highly 
challenging themes. The brain-teasing collection features 
palindromes, anagrams, puns, rhymes, bloopers, and jokes 
and allows readers to flex their crossword-solving muscles 
with weighty puzzle sections that include It's a Punderful Life, 
The Antics of Semantics, The Game Is the Name, and Letter-
Perfect Puzzl... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Chicago Review Press

 

Unscrewed : Salvage and Reuse Motors, Gears, Switches, and 
More from Your Old Electronics  
Ed Sobey  
9781569766040, 1569766045  
Pub Date: 6/1/11  
$16.95/$18.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Science / Experiments & Projects   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H | 0.500 in T | 
0.760 lb Wt  
152mm W | 229mm H | 13mm T | 345g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 60

Summary: 

Admit it: you love to explore how things work. Screwdriver 
and pliers in hand, no castoff electronics or old appliances are 
safe. But once you've pulled apart your prey, do you really 
just want to screw it back together again . . . assuming you 
could? Unscrewed is the perfect resource for all UIYers-Undo 
It Yourselfers-looking to salvage hidden treasures or 
repurpose old junk. 

Author Ed Sobey will show you how to safely disassemble 
more than 50 devices, including: Laser Printer, Radio-
Controlled Car, Zip Drive, Videocasset... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Crowood Press

 

Converting Old Buildings into New Homes  
Barrie Davies, Nigel Begg, Nigel Rigden  
9781847971968, 1847971962  
Pub Date: 8/1/10  
$26.95/$29.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
192 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
House & Home / Remodeling & 
Renovation / General   

7.500 in W | 9.500 in H | 0.400 in T  
191mm W | 241mm H | 10mm T  

Ctn Qty: 35

Summary: 
Residential property prices have risen dramatically over the 
years, yet there are thousands of dilapidated and unused 
buildings which can present a much cheaper way of acquiring 
a home. In this new paperback edition for 2010, every aspect 
of converting types of redundant property is examined, 
including surveys, legislation and regulations, planning 
applications, professional help and advice, finance, budgeting, 
and insurance. The study also discusses evaluation and 
preparation of plans, briefing of professional consultants, 
design and ... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hodder & Stoughton

 

Understand Art History  
Grant Pooke  
9781444104974, 1444104977  
Pub Date: 9/1/11  
$19.95Discount Code: LON  
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Art / History / General   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H | 0.600 in T | 
0.410 lb Wt  
127mm W | 203mm H | 15mm T | 186g 
Wt  

Series: Teach YourselfTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 52

Summary: 
From basic questions of What is art? to style and genre 
timelines, this comprehensive, unpretentious guide offers 
readers a solid grounding in art history 
 
For readers who want to develop their own opinions on art and 
hope to get more out of their visits to galleries and exhibitions, 
this guide provides all they need to know in order to gain 
confidence in their opinions. It begins by asking the 
fundamental question What exactly is art? before delving into 
the main historical approaches and interpretations, such as 
formalism, postmodern... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Ebury Press

 

Grannies, Inc. Guide to Knitting : Learn Tips, Techniques and 
Patterns from the Best  
Katie Mowat  
9780091943615, 0091943612  
Pub Date: 9/2/13, On Sale Date: 9/2  
$25.00 Can.Discount Code: LON  
192 pages  
Hardback  
Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / Knitting 

 

6.020 in W | 8.540 in H | 0.830 in T | 
1.150 lb Wt  
153mm W | 217mm H | 21mm T | 522g 
Wt  

Territory: Canada only
Ctn Qty: 1

Summary: The guide to knitting written by the only 
true experts-grannies! 
 
When it comes to knitting, who knows better than our nan? If 
you get tangled in a ball of wool, she's always the first person 
you call to help you sort your cross stitch from your cable. 
 
While recruiting for her fledgling online knitwear company, 
Katie Mowat swiftly realised that it was mainly older women, 
namely grannies, who were volunteering their services, and so 
Grannies Inc. was born. Since 2009 they have gone from 
strength to strength, and from one product (beani... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Virgin Books

 

Material World : The Modern Craft Bible  
Perri Lewis  
9780753540657, 0753540657  
Pub Date: 1/22/13, On Sale Date: 1/22  
$45.95 Can.Discount Code: LON  
224 pages / ILLUSTRATIONS 
THROUGHOUT  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Crafts & Hobbies / Fashion   

 

7.370 in W | 9.310 in H | 0.690 in T | 
1.531 lb Wt  
187mm W | 236mm H | 18mm T | 694g 
Wt  

Territory: Canada only
Ctn Qty: 1

Summary: The ultimate craft book-stylish, cool, 
contemporary and not a tea cosy in sight. 
Tired of the clichés often trotted out about craft, Perri Lewis 
makes it her task to bring the world of making into the 21st 
century. 
 
In Material World, Perri enlists the help of luminaries from the 
worlds of art, craft, design and fashion to share their 
knowledge and advice. Among these include Rob Ryan, Emma 
Bridgewater, Grayson Perry, Philip Treacy, Tatty Devine, 
Topshop and Tracey Emin. Instead of just giving the reader 
individual projects, ... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Xrx Books

 

Hats : A Knitter's Dozen  
Knitter's Magazine Editors  
9781933064000, 1933064005  
Pub Date: 8/1/05  
$15.95/$23.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
80 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / Knitting

 
 

7.500 in W | 8.000 in H | 0.300 in T | 
0.450 lb Wt  
191mm W | 203mm H | 8mm T | 204g 
Wt  

Series: A Knitter's Dozen series
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 50

Summary: 
Traditional to whimsical stocking caps and hats with twists and 
turns, textures, and lots of color work are among the best 
ideas for hats from Knitter's Magazine featured in this project 
book. Providing knitters with an opportunity to learn while they 
create, these 18 hat projects range in complexity to appeal to 
beginning through advanced skill levels. Knitters are invited to 
either start out with more ordinary yarns and stitches or to 
experiment with rich yarns and sophisticated stitches. A 
variety of embellishments and visually appe... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG National Trust

 

Arts & Crafts Needlepoint : 25 Patterns & Projects  
Beth Russell  
9781905400805, 1905400802  
Pub Date: 10/1/09  
$19.95/$21.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
128 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / 
Needlepoint   

8.500 in W | 11.000 in H | 0.400 in T | 
1.170 lb Wt  
216mm W | 279mm H | 10mm T | 531g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 44

Summary: 

Inspired by patterns created by the Arts & Crafts movement 
of the late 19th century, collected here are 25 simple but 
elegant needlepoint projects. Each of the designs is 
accompanied by clear stitch-by-stitch charts, suggestions for 
the best needle size and canvas mesh, details of precise yarn 
requirements, stitch types, and order of work. A practical 
reference section provides complete information on framing 
up and basic techniques. Featuring photographs from William 
Morris' former home Red House, this is an inspirational 
workbook th... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hodder & Stoughton

 

Help Yourself to Live Longer  
Paul Jenner  
9781444107449, 1444107445  
Pub Date: 1/1/12  
$15.95Discount Code: LON  
192 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Health & Fitness / Healthy Living   

 

5.000 in W | 8.000 in H  
127mm W | 203mm H  

Series: Teach YourselfTerritory:
Ctn Qty: 48

Summary: 
A ten-step guide, based on scientific and medical research, 
that will add 10 healthy, happy years to your life 
Offering sound advice on health and fitness issues, this guide 
to a longer life also covers diet, relaxation, happiness, love, 
and spirituality. It is not based on guru-driven theories of 
bizarre diets or exercise routine, but on common sense and 
positive thinking, along with information that is both practical 
and supported widely by the scientific and medical 
communities. The tone is positive and encouraging 
throughout; off... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG LaChance Publishing LLC

 

More Health, Less Care : How to Take Charge of Your Medical 
Care and Write Your Own Personal Prescription for Lifelong 
Health  
Peter J. Weiss  
9781934184240, 1934184241  
Pub Date: 4/14/10  
$15.95/$17.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
175 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Medical / Holistic Medicine   

6.00 W | 9.00 H | 0.40 T  
6W | 9H | 0T  

Ctn Qty: 80

Summary: 

Tackling the problems plaguing the U.S. health-care system, 
this accessible guide explores the pitfalls of contemporary 
medicine and medical treatments, concentrating on diseases 
linked to poor lifestyle choices, such as obesity and diabetes. 
While much of the health-care industry is centered on a 
blanket approach that addresses a general disease instead of 
the person affected by it, this guide suggests that 
personalization is the key to good health. It asserts that 
patients who make physical, emotional, and spiritual lifestyle 
changes... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG PlanetiBiz Inc.

 

The Medical Bill Survival Guide : Easy, Effective Strategies for 
People Experiencing Financial Hardship  
Nicholas Newsad  
9780615352831, 0615352839  
Pub Date: 9/1/10  
$11.95/$12.95 Can.Discount Code: SPT 
112 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Health & Fitness / Health Care Issues   

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H | 0.300 in T  
140mm W | 216mm H | 8mm T  

Ctn Qty: 60

Summary: 

Second place in the Reader Views Literary Awards, "Health" 
and "How To" categories 

It does not matter how bad your financial situation seems to 
be, The Medical Bill Survival Guide will provide you with the 
knowledge to help yourself or your loved one. Medical bill 
anxiety is caused by miscommunications and 
misunderstandings. This book teaches easy, effective 
strategies for working with insurance companies, hospitals, 
doctors, and other healthcare providers. 

Readers will learn and discover:

 

 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Third Step Press

 

Eureka! Memories and Motivations : A Strategy for Creating a 
Healing Home for the Stroke / Brain Injury Patient and 
Caregiver  
Madonna Siles  
9780982551806, 0982551800  
Pub Date: 2/1/10  
$17.95/$19.95 Can.Discount Code: SPT 
216 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Health & Fitness / Health Care Issues   

6.00 W | 9.00 H | 0.50 T  
6W | 9H | 1T  

Ctn Qty: 48

Summary: 

Strokes and brain injuries can strike on any given day, out of 
the blue, changing lives of loved ones forever. The patient is 
immediately surrounded by medical experts, who will continue 
to care until the insurance runs out, while the lonely caregiver 
can struggle to accept a new life as the caretaker of a brain 
trauma survivor. These are the challenges of a lifetime 
presented to thousands-young and old-every year. This 
resource shows how one home caregiver transformed this 
challenge into a recovery adventure for two and offers an 
opp... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Addicus Books

 

The Stroke Recovery Book : A Guide for Patients and Families 
(2nd Edition)  
Kip Burkman  
9781886039988, 1886039984  
Pub Date: 10/1/10  
$19.95/$21.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
152 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Health & Fitness / Diseases / Heart   

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H | 0.400 in T  
140mm W | 216mm H | 10mm T  

Ctn Qty: 52

Summary: 

Penned by a rehabilitation physician who has worked with 
thousands of stroke patients and families, this reference 
provides simple answers to the many questions that surround 
strokes and stroke rehabilitation. Free of technical medical 
jargon, this resource addresses topics such as the anatomy of 
a stroke, impairments and complications associated with 
strokes, and preventing and reducing the risk of them. A 
gallery of photographs that show and explain the latest 
methodologies in rehabilitation equipment is also included. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Park Publishing, Inc.

 

Macular Disease : Practical Strategies for Living with Vision 
Loss (2nd Edition)  
Peggy R. Wolfe  
9780979294525, 0979294525  
Pub Date: 8/1/11  
$17.95/$19.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
224 pages / Large Print  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Health & Fitness / Vision   

7.750 in W | 10.000 in H  
197mm W | 254mm H  

Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: 

Filled with compiling ideas for living well with vision loss from 
macular disease, this book's positive, take-charge approach 
provides encouragement to both the newly diagnosed and 
those at later stages of their disease by showing ways to 
compensate for their declining sight. Featuring photos of 
special lighting and other aids and insight from the author's 
own personal experience with low vision, this oversized 
handbook is ideally formatted for readers with vision loss by 
employing the use of large print on glare-resistant paper. 
Offe... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG LaChance Publishing LLC

 

Take Your Oxygen First : Protecting Your Health and Happiness 
While Caring for a Loved One with Memory Loss  
Leeza Gibbons, James Huysman, Rosemary DeAngelis L...  
9781934184202, 1934184209  
Pub Date: 5/1/09  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
325 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Family & Relationships / Eldercare   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H | 0.700 in T  
152mm W | 229mm H | 18mm T  

Ctn Qty: 40

Summary: 

Designed for those giving care to individuals with Alzheimer's 
disease and other memory loss disorders, this informative and 
inspiring guide explores how to take care of oneself in order to 
meet the challenges of giving care to another. Heartfelt, 
candid accounts by television host Leeza Gibbons and the 
members of her family-who cared for Leeza's mother, Jean, 
for more than a decade after her Alzheimer's diagnosis-are 
combined with current medical, nutritional, psychological, and 
spiritual information and advice for caregivers. A compr... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Scribe Publications Pty Ltd.

 

Alzheimer's : A Love Story  
Vivienne Ulman  
9781921640001, 1921640006  
Pub Date: 3/30/10  
$26.95/$29.95 Can.Discount Code: SHO 
256 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Family & Relationships / Eldercare   

6.000 in W | 9.250 in H | 0.700 in T | 
0.600 lb Wt  
152mm W | 235mm H | 18mm T | 272g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 44

Summary: 

The relationships of mother and daughter, and husband and 
wife are the primary focus of this moving account of a family's 
experience with dementia. When the last of their four children 
leaves home, Vivienne and her husband anticipate a new 
stage of independence, but her mother's diagnosis of 
Alzheimer's disease necessitates a radical change of plans. 
The progression of the disease, grieving over the gradual loss 
of her beloved mother, and the enduring love between her 
parents are recounted with lyrical tenderness and searing 
honesty. V... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Bull Publishing Company

 

Diabetes mellitus : Una guia practica (10th Edition)  
Sue K. Milchovich, Barbara Dunn-Long, RD  
9781933503646, 1933503645  
Pub Date: 4/1/11  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
240 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Health & Fitness / Diseases / Diabetes   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H | 0.500 in T  
152mm W | 229mm H | 13mm T  

Ctn Qty: 48

Summary: 

Updated to include the latest developments in medicine and 
practices for diabetes treatment, as well as the most current 
information on new medication delivery methods, this 
comprehensive guide covers every aspect of life with 
diabetes. This user-friendly book takes a look at both the 
medical and nutritional sides of the disease and teaches 
diabetics how to balance diet, medication, and exercise for 
optimal health. The diet and exercise plans feature portion 
sizes and sample meal plans along with low-impact workout 
routines and have b... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Addicus Books

 

The Type 2 Diabetes Handbook : Six Rules for Staying Healthy 
with Type 2 Diabetes  
Rod Colvin, James T. Lane  
9781886039643, 188603964X  
Pub Date: 11/1/10  
$19.95/$21.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
150 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Health & Fitness / Diseases / Diabetes   

5.500 in W | 8.500 in H | 0.300 in T  
140mm W | 216mm H | 8mm T  

Ctn Qty: 64

Summary: 
Based on the most recent research on Type 2 diabetes, this 
invaluable and practical health reference focuses on balancing 
diet, medication, and exercise to achieve optimal health. A 
host of potential complications of diabetes are discussed in 
detail, including eye-, kidney-, heart-, nerve-, and foot-related 
problems. Emotional aspects of being diabetic are also 
discussed. Filled with illustrations, charts, tables, and 
worksheets, this is a proven, user-friendly guide for living with 
and managing diabetes. 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Summersdale

 

The Walker's Friend  
Jude Palmer, Kath Walker  
9781849530521, 1849530521  
Pub Date: 6/1/12  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
192 pages  
Hardback / Cloth over boards  
Sports & Recreation / Hiking   

5.000 in W | 7.000 in H | 0.600 lb Wt  
127mm W | 178mm H | 272g Wt  

Ctn Qty: 24

Summary: 

A collection of quotations and prose about the simple pleaures 
of taking a stroll 

"I have two doctors, my left leg and my right." -G. M. 
Trevelyan 

"I have walked myself into my best thoughts." -Søren 
Kierkegaard 

"Few men know how to take a walk. The qualifications . . . are 
endurance, plain clothes, old shoes, an eye for nature, good 
humour, vast curiosity, good speech, good silence and nothing 
too much." -Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Hardie Grant Books

 

Walk Tall : 100 Ways To Live Life To The Fullest  
Anthony Gunn  
9781742701844, 1742701841  
Pub Date: 5/1/12, On Sale Date: 5/1  
$14.95/$14.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
112 pages / 40 B/W ILLUSTRATIONS  
Hardback  
Self-Help / General   

4.880 in W | 6.800 in H | 0.610 in T | 
0.477 lb Wt  
124mm W | 173mm H | 15mm T | 216g 
Wt  

Ctn Qty: 60

Summary: Inspirational tips to help you combat your fears 
and doubts. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Windows 8 for Seniors : For Senior Citizens Who Want to Start 
Using Computers  
Studio Visual Steps  
9789059051188, 9059051181  
Pub Date: 12/6/12  
$22.95/$27.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
368 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Operating Systems / 
Windows Desktop  

 
 

7.750 in W | 10.000 in H | 2.430 lb Wt  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 18

Summary: 

Windows 8 for Seniors is the ultimate starting point for senior 
citizens who want to learn how to use a personal computer, 
this reference guides users through the basics of the Windows 
8 operating system with easy-to-read large print and copious 
screenshots. Seniors can work through the book at their own 
pace while sitting at the computer, learning how to send and 
receive e-mail, explore the internet, and customize computer 
settings. Thoroughly tested by seniors and based in practical 
experience, this guide has a convenient reference s... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Internet and E-mail for Seniors with Windows 8 : For Senior 
Citizens Who Want to Start Using the Internet  
Studio Visual Steps  
9789059051287, 9059051289  
Pub Date: 12/6/12  
$22.95/$25.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
280 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Operating Systems / 
Windows Desktop  

 
 

7.750 in W | 10.000 in H  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 10

Summary: Written primarily for the beginning or 
intermediate computer user over the age of 50, this large-
print guide introduces seniors to the web with precise 
directions, screenshots, and step-by-step instructions for 
internet use with Windows 8. Leading users through the basics 
of searching and finding information on the internet, it 
describes the fundamentals of e-mail management, electronic 
communication, and connecting with other internet users. 
Details on customizing a Web browser, downloading free 
software, and protecting against viruse... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

iPad for Seniors : Learn to Work with the iPad with iOS 7  
Studio Visual Steps  
9789059053397, 9059053397  
Pub Date: 11/15/13  
$22.95/$25.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
320 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Hardware / Mobile Devices 

 
 

7.750 in W | 10.000 in H | 2.150 lb Wt  
197mm W | 254mm H | 975g Wt  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: Written specifically for older individuals who want 
to use iPads with the new iOS 7 operating system, this guide 
follows an easy, step-by-step approach that has been tested 
by seniors and is based on practical experience. It teaches 
novice users how to connect to Wi-Fi and mobile data 
networks, surf the internet, e-mail, take notes, plan routes, 
manage a calendar, take and share pictures, work with videos 
and music, and browse for and use a wide variety of apps-
including game, puzzle, newspaper, magazine, fitness, and 
photo-editing app... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

iPhone for Seniors : Get Started Quickly with the iPhone with iOS 
7  
Studio Visual Steps  
9789059053496, 9059053494  
Pub Date: 11/15/13  
$22.95/$27.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
304 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Hardware / Mobile Devices 

 
 

7.750 in W | 10.000 in H | 2.220 lb Wt  
197mm W | 254mm H | 1,007g Wt  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: With a bevy of screenshots, easy-to-read type, 
and simple, step-by-step instructions, this guidebook assists 
older individuals in becoming acquainted with the most 
important functions of and the many options available with 
iPhones with the new iOS 7 operating system. This manual 
dissects the basics-making and answering phone calls, 
managing contacts, sending and reading e-mails, and surfing 
the internet-and explains more advanced topics that include 
taking photos, shooting video, listening to music, maintaining a 
calendar, and using th... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Samsung Galaxy Tab for Seniors  
Studio Visual Steps  
9789059050891, 9059050894  
Pub Date: 5/1/13  
$19.95/$22.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
264 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Hardware / Mobile Devices 

 
 

7.750 in W | 10.000 in H  
197mm W | 254mm H  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 10

Summary: Written specifically for senior citizens who want to 
use one of Samsung's popular tablet computers, this guide 
follows an easy, step-by-step approach, has been tested by 
seniors, and is based on practical experience. It teaches 
novice users how to connect to Wi-Fi and mobile data 
networks; email; surf the internet; take notes; plan routes; 
manage a calendar; take and share pictures; work with videos 
and music; and browse for and use a wide variety of apps, 
including games, puzzles, newspapers, magazines, fitness, 
and photo-editing apps... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Mac for Seniors  
Studio Visual Steps  
9789059050082, 9059050088  
Pub Date: 4/3/12  
$22.95/$25.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
250 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Operating Systems / 
Macintosh  

 
 

7.750 in W | 10.000 in H | 2.000 lb Wt  
197mm W | 254mm H | 907g Wt  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: The ultimate starting point for senior citizens who 
want to learn how to use a personal computer, this reference 
guides users through the basics of a Mac with easy-to-read 
large print and numerous screenshots. Seniors can work 
through the book at their own pace while sitting at the 
computer, learning how to write letters and memos, send and 
receive e-mail, explore the internet, and customize computer 
settings. The information is suitable for users of a Mac 
computer and the OS X Mountain Lion operating system. 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

More Windows 7 for Seniors  
9789059053465, 905905346X  
Pub Date: 10/1/10  
$19.95/$21.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
386 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Operating Systems / 
Windows Desktop  

 
 

7.750 in W | 10.000 in H | 1.000 in T | 
1.820 lb Wt  
197mm W | 254mm H | 25mm T | 826g 

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: 
Geared toward older adults who want more information about 
managing their own computers using Windows' latest 
operating system, this reference demonstrates how to 
personalize and configure Windows 7 and how to install and 
remove programs. Other new lessons include protecting a PC 
with Windows Security Center, setting up passwords for 
multiple users, saving important information onto CDs, 
creating back-ups, and troubleshooting. Easy-to-read large 
print and numerous screenshots help seniors work through the 
book at their own pace while s... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Internet and E-mail for Seniors with Windows 7 : For Senior 
Citizens Who Want to Start Using the Internet  
9789059051164, 9059051165  
Pub Date: 10/15/09  
$19.95/$21.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
400 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Operating Systems / 
Windows Desktop  

 
 

7.75 W | 11.00 H | 0.90 T  
8W | 11H | 1T  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: 

Written primarily for the beginning or intermediate computer 
user over the age of 50, this large-print guide introduces 
seniors to the Web with precise directions, screenshots, and 
step-by-step instructions. Leading users through the basics of 
searching and finding information on the internet, it describes 
the fundamentals of e-mail management, electronic 
communication, and connecting with other internet users. 
Details on customizing a Web browser, downloading free 
software, and protecting against viruses are also included. 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Windows 7 for Seniors : For Senior Citizens Who Want to Start 
Using Computers  
9789059051263, 9059051262  
Pub Date: 10/15/09  
$19.95/$21.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
400 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Internet / World Wide Web 

 
 

7.75 W | 11.00 H | 0.90 T  
8W | 11H | 1T  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 24

Summary: 

The ultimate starting point for senior citizens who want to 
learn how to use a personal computer, this reference guides 
users through the basics of the Windows 7 operating system 
with easy-to-read large print and numerous screenshots. 
Seniors can work through the book at their own pace while 
sitting at the computer, learning how to write letters and 
memos, send and receive e-mail, explore the World Wide 
Web, and customize computer settings. The information is 
suitable for users with Windows 7, Internet Explorer 8, and 
Outlook Express.... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

iPhoto, iMovie and Other Useful Mac Programs for Seniors : Get 
Acquainted with the Mac's Applications  
Studio Visual Steps  
9789059051386, 9059051386  
Pub Date: 11/14/12  
$19.95/$21.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
304 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Operating Systems / 
Macintosh  

 
 

7.750 in W | 10.000 in H  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 10

Summary: A Mac computer is packaged with many built-in 
applications and this guide helps adults over the age of 50 get 
the most out of them. Not only are these applications user-
friendly, they are also practical and useful for many everyday 
tasks. With easy-to-read large print and numerous 
screenshots, seniors can quickly learn to use applications such 
as iPhoto, iMovie, and iTunes, or create their own website with 
one of the standard templates available in iWeb. Tips for 
programs such as Safari and Mail are included to make things 
such as surf... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Protect, Clean Up and Speed Up Your Computer for Seniors  
9789059052574, 9059052579  
Pub Date: 9/15/11  
$19.95/$21.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
160 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Operating Systems / 
General  

 
 

7.75 W | 10.00 H | 0.40 T  
8W | 10H | 0T  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 44

Tips for keeping computers fast and virus-free

 

 
Summary: 

Keeping one's computer fast, safe, and running reliably is the 
object of this helpful guide that explains the process of 
machine maintenance to seniors using detailed instructions 
and screen illustrations. Topics include keeping the hard drive 
safe, running cleaning tasks, diminishing the threat of viruses 
and spyware, and setting security options in Internet Explorer. 
Seniors can learn how to check their systems for errors and 
take control of their start-up programs using readily available 
software. Demonstrating how to create a prev... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Social Media for Seniors  
Studio Visual Steps  
9789059050181, 9059050185  
Pub Date: 5/9/12  
$22.95/$25.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
250 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
COMPUTERS / Web / Social Networking  

 
 

7.750 in W | 10.000 in H | 1.360 lb Wt  
197mm W | 254mm H | 617g Wt  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 30

Summary: 

Social media such as Facebook and Twitter have become an 
undeniable-and seemingly inescapable-aspect of modern 
culture and daily communication, and this helpful guide 
provides the ins and outs of social media for seniors so that all 
levels of tech savvy can participate and connect with the 
enormous established social media population. Using 
approachable step-by-step instructions and featuring 
screenshots throughout for easy reference, this book focuses 
on the basics of social media, including creating accounts 
across the different plat... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Creating a Photo Book for Seniors  
9789059052475, 9059052471  
Pub Date: 1/16/12  
$19.95/$21.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
240 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
COMPUTERS / Digital Media / Graphics 
Applications  

 
 

7.750 in W | 10.000 in H  
197mm W | 254mm H  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 0

Preserving memories in seconds using online media

 

 
Summary: 

From travelogues and wedding albums to baby books and 
graduation scrapbooks, the projects that can be created with 
the help of this simple guide are easy to make and store 
important memories forever. Importing photos from a digital 
camera, memory card, or scanner onto a computer is only the 
first step in the process of organizing a photo book. Once the 
pictures are ready, this book shows how to use free online 
software to plot a story with the pictures, add text captions, 
choose the perfect binding, and print on high-quality paper, 

 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Google Nexus Tablet for Seniors : Get Started Quickly with This 
User Friendly Tablet  
Studio Visual Steps  
9789059053595, 9059053591  
Pub Date: 11/11/13, Ship Date: 
11/11/13  
$19.95/$22.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
176 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Hardware / Mobile Devices 

 
 

7.750 in W | 10.000 in H  
197mm W | 254mm H  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 10

Summary: Written specifically for older individuals who want 
to use the Google Nexus tablet, this guide follows an easy, 
step-by-step approach that has been tested by seniors and is 
based on practical experience. It teaches novice users how to 
connect to Wi-Fi, surf the internet, e-mail, plan routes, 
manage a calendar, take and share pictures, work with videos 
and music, and browse for and use a wide variety of 
applications-including game, puzzle, newspaper, magazine, 
fitness, and photo-editing apps. Suitable for Google Nexus 
tablets 7 and 10, ... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Picasa for Seniors : Get Acquainted with Picasa: Free, Easy-to-
Use Photo Editing Software  
9789059052468, 9059052463  
Pub Date: 4/1/10  
$22.95/$25.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
COMPUTERS / Digital Media / Graphics 
Applications  

 
 

7.750 in W | 11.000 in H | 0.700 in T  
197mm W | 279mm H | 18mm T  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 28

Summary: 

Designed specifically for older adults, this guide provides the 
tools for managing, editing, and displaying digital photo 
collections using the free Picasa software. Screen illustrations 
and step-by-step instructions demonstrate the variety of 
options available such as enhancing colors, deleting "red 
eyes," cropping images, printing photos, creating slideshows, 
and sharing a photo album on the Internet. Securing a digital 
photo collection is critical, and this manual shows the simple 
way that Picasa burns backup image files to a CD or... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Google for Seniors : Get Acquainted with Free Google 
Applications: Google Earth, Maps, Reader, Docs, Sites, Chrome  
9789059052369, 9059052366  
Pub Date: 4/1/10  
$22.95/$25.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
244 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
COMPUTERS / Web / Search Engines  

 
 

7.75 W | 11.00 H | 0.90 T  
8W | 11H | 1T  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 20

Summary: 

Brimming with step-by-step instructions and illustrative 
screenshots, this guide designed specifically for seniors 
provides detailed information on the free software and 
services provided online by Google. For beginners and more 
advanced computer users alike, this insightful resource shows 
how to perform tasks such as exploring the world, building a 
free website, browsing the internet, creating documents, and 
sharing web albums and calendars, by using the host of 
options available through Google. Since these applications are 
available... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Photo and Video Editing for Seniors  
9789059051676, 905905167X  
Pub Date: 4/22/11  
$22.95/$25.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
200 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
COMPUTERS / Digital Media / Graphics 
Applications  

 
 

7.75 W | 10.00 H | 1.00 T  
8W | 10H | 1T  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 18

Summary: 

Created specifically for use with the free Windows Live 
programs Photo Gallery and Movie Maker, this guide helps 
seniors learn to edit their own digital photos and videos. The 
techniques described go beyond simple editing and retouching 
to include creating slide shows and online photo albums in 
Photo Gallery and using Movie Maker to incorporate visual 
effects and upload videos to YouTube. Each step in the clear 
instructions is accompanied by a screenshot that depicts that 
process, and a supplemental reference section and extensive 
ind... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Visual Steps Publishing

 

Microsoft Office 2010 and 2007 for Seniors  
9789059051775, 9059051777  
Pub Date: 4/1/11  
$24.95/$27.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
400 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Desktop Applications / 
General  

 
 

7.75 W | 10.00 H | 1.10 T  
8W | 10H | 1T  

Series: Computer Books for Seniors 
series 
Territory:
Ctn Qty: 16

Summary: 

With a focus on Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, this 
manual is written for older adults who wish to become 
proficient in using the latest versions of these applications. The 
instructions on each program are user-friendly, written in a 
step-by-step format, and are shown in individual screenshots 
that accompany each step. Projects include creating a club 
magazine, designing a travelogue, organizing a spreadsheet to 
track finances, and putting together a slide show of pictures. 
The next step after learning to use an operating syst... 



Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Huron Street Press

 

Build Your Own App for Fun and Profit  
Scott La Counte  
9781937589042, 1937589048  
Pub Date: 5/8/12  
$15.95/$17.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
104 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Programming / General   

6.000 in W | 9.000 in H  
152mm W | 229mm H  

Ctn Qty: 132

Summary: 

Aimed squarely at the entrepreneur who knows little about 
mobile applications but is eager to know more, this primer 
explains in simple language this fast-growing segment of the 
world economy. The burgeoning smartphone and tablet 
market presents opportunities and new income streams for 
enterprising business managers. Avoiding jargon and technical 
language, the basics of mobile web applications are explained, 
and practical advice about using open-access development 
tools such as PhoneGap are discussed. A sample app is 
developed through ... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Chicago Review Press

 

Blogs, Wikis, Facebook, and More : Everything You Want to 
Know About Using Today's Internet but Are Afraid to Ask (2nd 
Edition)  
Terry Burrows  
9781613743270, 1613743270  
Pub Date: 4/1/12  
$16.95/$18.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
224 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Internet / General   

5.50 W | 8.25 H | 0.60 T  
6W | 8H | 1T  

Ctn Qty: 44

Summary: 

Don't know your Flickr from your Facebook? Then you need 
this guide! 

Social media, streaming video, apps, cyber security, tags, and 
clouds-today's Internet is changing so fast it's difficult for 
anyone but the most tech-savvy surfer to keep up. How in the 
World Wide Web are you going to fully understand the "new" 
Internet without having to dig through two-inch-thick manuals 
of geek speak? 

Blogs, Wikis, Facebook, and More is a handy miniencyclopedia 
of useful and interesting sites, big and small, popular and 
obscure, that make up t... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Holy Macro! Books

 

Don't Fear the Spreadsheet : A Beginner's Guide to Overcoming 
Excel's Frustrations  
Tyler Nash, Bill Jelen, Kevin Jones, Tom Urtis  
9781615470037, 1615470034  
Pub Date: 6/1/12  
$14.95/$16.95 Can.Discount Code: 
COM  
210 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Spreadsheets / General   

8.250 in W | 10.500 in H  
210mm W | 267mm H  

Ctn Qty: 18

Summary: 
Written in a question-and-answer format, this lowest-level 
beginner book covers the extreme basics of using 
spreadsheets in Excel. Instead of delving into advanced topics 
that scare most Excel novices away, the guide starts at a 
much more basic level, quickly providing a passable 
knowledge of the program and allowing users to overcome 
their fears and frustrations. It answers hundreds of common 
questions, including Can I delete data from a spreadsheet 
without changing the formatting? How can I merge two cells, 
columns, or rows? How do I... 

Spring 2014 Senior Titles-IPG Holy Macro! Books

 

Dashboarding and Reporting with Power Pivot and Excel : How 
to Design and Create a Financial Dashboard with PowerPivot ? 
End to End  
Kasper de Jonge  
9781615470273, 1615470271  
Pub Date: 4/1/14, Ship Date: 4/1/14  
$29.95/$31.95 Can.Discount Code: LON 
195 pages  
Paperback / softback / Trade paperback 
(US)  
Computers / Spreadsheets / General   

8.000 in W | 10.000 in H  
203mm W | 254mm H  

Ctn Qty: 24

Summary: Microsoft's revolutionary Power Pivot is a tool that 
allows users to create and transform data into reports and 
dashboards in new and much more powerful ways using the 
most-used analytical tool in the world: Excel.

This book, written by a member of Microsoft's Power Pivot 
team, provides a practical step by step guide on creating a 
financial dashboard. The book covers in detail how to combine 
and shape the relevant data, build the dashboard in Excel, 
providing layout and design tips and tricks, prepare the model 
to work with fiscal date... 
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Summary: 

Creating tables in Excel allows for easier formatting and 
reporting, but the new syntax that it implies can be 
intimidating to the uninitiated. In this guide, one of the 
developers of the official Microsoft Excel 2013 templates-all of 
which employ tables-helps introduce readers to the multiple 
benefits of tables. The book begins by explaining what tables 
are, how to create them, and how they can be used in 
reporting before moving on to slightly more advanced topics, 
including slicers and filtering, working with VBA macros, and 
using ta... 


